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A
Introduction, Purpose, Process & Organization
Introduction
DeWitt Charter Township embarked on an
amendment to its 2005 Comprehensive
Development Plan, which was adopted in August
of 2005. As a critical and planned addendum
within the plan, the “South Central Neighborhood
Conservation and Commercial Revitalization Plan”
was identified for further specialized analysis.
The request for proposals (RFP) was distributed in
July 2006 with information about DeWitt Charter
Township, a description of the project and a list of
required services including: data collection, public
participation, an analysis of US-127 BR (Old 27),
recommendations, identifications of policies and
programs and finally, implementation strategies.
The DeWitt Charter Township Comprehensive
Development Plan has guided and can continue
to guide the development of the Township into
a pleasant and desirable community. In order
to continue providing a quality lifestyle for both
residents and business enterprises, amending this
Plan by addressing issues within the South Central
Area became one of the goals of the 2005 plan.
What follows is known as a “district plan” which
will ultimately be known as the “DeWitt Charter
Township South Central Area Plan”. There are
differences between the existing Comprehensive
Development Plan and this district plan. First
and foremost, district plans focus on specific
geographic areas, in this case, the South Central
Area of the Township. District plans also tend to
have a shorter time horizon, often five (5) or six
(6) years in comparison to a comprehensive plan,
which usually has a 20-year time horizon.

District plans also include specific objectives,
outlining what should be done, when it should
be done and who is responsible for doing it.
Actions that need to be taken to implement
recommendations in the comprehensive
planning document become more tangible in
the district plan. District plans are consistent with
comprehensive plans. While they are not intended
to implement all the goals of a comprehensive
plan, they must further those goals and not
obstruct their eventual realization.

Purpose
The Charter Township of DeWitt has and will be
shaped by a number of factors, some of which it
has no control over. This district plan document
is intended to provide direction to the future of
the South Central Area Plan. The plan designates
certain areas for various land uses in a manner
that will help to mitigate negative impacts
between varying uses. In other instances, it is
designed to facilitate a symbiotic relation between
uses to provide economic soundness, a healthful
environment and efficiency of function.
The South Central Area Plan represents the
cumulative efforts of residents, officials, staff
and consultants over a 16-month period. The
document itself brought a wide variety of
stakeholders to the table, including developers,
school and airport representatives (students and
administration), environmentalists, elected officials
and interested citizens.
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South Central Area Plan
Four Main Concepts

Public Participation and Involvement

3) Enhance the appearance of the public realm
along the US-127 Business Route.

Seeking input from the members of the business
community and residents of the Township paid
substantial dividends and helped in forming the
basis for development of the strategy for the
South Central Area Plan. Trust was built through
this outreach process, and partnerships were
formed between all participants throughout the
course of the project. The appendix contains
a full report of the Preferred Future Visioning
Summary.

4) Use the existing framework of land
development to create a place.

Community Visioning Workshop

1) Reduce the amount of vacant or under utilized
property around the US-127 Business Route.
2) Stabilize and enhance existing residential
neighborhoods.

The ways in which DeWitt Charter Township plans
for and manages land use and development will
determine the economic, social and environmental
well-being of the Township and its residents.

Process Used to Prepare the Plan
Initial Meeting
The DeWitt Charter Township administrative staff
and the consultants established basic attitudes
and priorities relative to the community outreach
process and the Comprehensive Development Plan
Amendment. They also discussed data required
to conduct the study and they need to establish
measurable benchmarks.
Existing community and economic development
plans were examined, along with community
Planning documents to ensure a reasonable level
of consistency between plans. These included
the Master Plan, Zoning Ordinance and Zoning
Map, and the Comprehensive Development Plan.
Other organizational relationships that may have
an impact on the plan were scrutinized. Existing
information was provided by DeWitt Charter
Township including digitized maps and aerial
photography.

Data Collection and Analysis
Information was compiled for the South Central
Area by means of several assessment techniques
which will be discussed throughout the report.
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The 2-1/2 hour workshop involved public officials,
community groups, and stakeholders and was
open to the community. The workshop provided
a forum for sharing concerns and priorities related
to development of the Strategy, and helped to
clearly articulate fundamental goals, objectives
and guiding principals upon which decisions will
be based.
The workshop, facilitated by the consultants,
was a series of fast paced and energizing
brainstorming exercises. Steering Committee
members, community representatives and
stakeholders served as leaders for small “workteam” discussions. Group leaders in advance
were advised of their roles and were afforded the
opportunity to review discussion topics. Each of
the group leaders was responsible for moderating
the interaction between group members and
helping to motivate and direct participants
towards proactive discussion. Voting was done
at each table after the brainstorming exercises to
prioritize issues and opportunities.
The work-teams were designed to be diverse.
Not all the business owners were allowed to sit at
one-table and Township officials at another. The
educational benefit of this hybridized work-team
arrangement compelled participants to look at the
project from viewpoints beyond their own.
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The presentations given by each group are often
the measure of the success of the workshop—
both positives and negatives are openly discussed
and a great deal of ownership is reflected.
Appendix A contains a full report of the Preferred
Future Visioning Summary and Analysis.

Organization of the Plan
The organization of the plan is separated into
three main parts.
Part 1 is the South Central Area Plan, which
summarizes all of the technical information
collected and concisely defines recommended
strategies for action. Specific sections include
an introduction, district assessment, state of
the district, the preferred future, key community
priorities, strategies for the future, and an
implementation program.
Part 2 of the Plan is made up of Strategic
Information Sheets that guide the end user in
a step-by-step process for implementing the
recommended strategies referred to in Part 1.
Part 3 of the Plan consists of the detailed
narratives on Existing Conditions, the Visioning
Summary, Housing Study, and Corridor Analysis
prepared during the course of the study.

Visioning Session - Roundtable Discussions - October 2007

Visioning Session - Collective Prioritization & Voting
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B
Regional Context
Regional Context
The Charter Township of DeWitt is located in
Clinton County, in the Lansing Metropolitan
area, about one and one-half hours northwest of
Detroit. The south/southwest part of the Township
is directly north of the City of Lansing, home of
the State Capital. The south-central/southeast
portion is north of Lansing Township. Except for
a portion of the City of East Lansing that extends
into the southeast portion of DeWitt Township,
and the City of DeWitt that is completely
surrounded by the Township, the township is a
perfect thirty-six square mile township.
According to the Tri-County Regional Planning
Commission, Clinton County as a whole is
estimated to have a population of 69,909 as of
July 1, 2006. This is an increase of 5,156 from
April 1, 2000 when it had 64,753 residents.
DeWitt Charter Township had 12,837 people as
of July 1, 2007. This was a increase of 694 people
from the April 1, 2000 census which showed the
Township with a population of 12,143. More
recent permit data from the Township Building
Department indicates population may have
reached 14,190. In 2007, the South Central Area
had an estimated population of 1,755 according
to MapInfo Corporation, a private demographic
company.
The South Central Area District is regionally
positioned within the US-127 and I-69 interstate
corridor within seven square miles of area. Access
to the South Central Area via that network is
available from Saginaw Street (M-43 and BR I-69),
Lake Lansing Road (exit on US-127), and Old 27
(Exit 87 I-69), DeWitt Road (Exit 85 I-69), Airport
Road (Exit 84 I-69) and North Grand River Avenue

(BR I-96). US-127 creates a physical barrier
along the easterly edge of the district with State
Road serving as a regional arterial. State Road,
which is a signalized intersection along Old 27,
connects the district with Lansing Capital Region
International Airport on Airport Highway and
Chandler Road in the City of East Lansing. The
adjacent map graphically depicts the context of
Old 27 within the immediate region.
Regional destinations include Eastwood, a
regional shopping center, located at the US-127
and Lake Lansing Road interchange and Lansing
Capital City Airport located west of the district
at Airport Road and State Road. The Lansing
Capital City Airport ranks fourth in air passenger
traffic–behind Detroit Metropolitan Airport, Grand
Rapids, and Bishop Flint–with 497,824 passenger
trips in 2007, and third in airfreight traffic,
shipping over 65 million pounds of freight. The
primary runway for the airport is approximately
8,000 feet in length and runs east to west parallel
with State Road with its easterly (westbound)
approach zone extending over the district.
Old 27 which extends north and south of I-69
is five-lane highway with posted speed limits of
55 MPH and 45 MPH. The north portion of Old
27 contains newer commercial developments
comprised of national franchise chains such as
McDonalds, Tim Hortons, Bob Evans and Sleep
Inn. Immediately south of the I-69 interchange
are the Clark Corners development, Speedway
gas station and Baymont Inn. The Clark Corners
development is a large, mostly vacant, commercial
development with a GNC, Goodwill, Paper
Factory, and several offices.
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Status of the District Within the
Township
Demographic
The numbers show a higher single population
south of I-69, along with a smaller household size.
Sixty-four percent of the population resides south
of I-69, and the smaller household size may be
an indication of an older population. The higher
unemployment rate may be a reflection of a larger
unskilled labor force.

Income
The 2007 median income for the South Central
Area is $42,530 compared to $50,926 for DeWitt
Township. The disparity in average household
income is $55,186 in the South Central Area,
compared to $71,514 for the Township. This
translates to the south area having a larger
percent of its population making less than
$50,000 compared to north of I-69. Overall,
south of I-69 has a large percent of the population
with low income, and low skills, with less than
10% employed in management/business.

Housing
The difference in median housing cost is notable,
with the cost of homes north of I-69 2.7 times the
median housing cost south of I-69. In addition,
the homes are older in the southern portion,
having been built, on average, in 1959. This
presents many challenges, including the resident’s
health (lead based paint), and maintenance. Also,
the appreciation of the housing south of I-69 has
been negative, further providing a disincentive for
the homeowner to invest in their property. This
negative home appreciation number also indicates
the homes are trending toward obsolescence. The
renter occupied number, slightly less than 30%
(28.91%) south of I-69 is also almost double that
of homes north of I-69. Rentals tend to lack the
level of maintenance of owner occupied units.
These figures indicate the need for a strong home
maintenance program.
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Quality of Life
It is interesting to note that although water, or the
lack of public water was an issue in the visioning
session, the south central area water quality was
rated higher than the area north of I-69. It can
be assumed that in the areas south of I-69 that
had water instead of wells, the residents felt the
overall quality was decent. Air quality ranks in
the bottom third percentile south of I-69. The air
quality was almost twice as good north of I-69 as
it was south of I-69.
Crime was also considerably higher south of I-69,
another major deterrent to neighborhood rebirth.
Schools
These are some of the most surprising numbers
in the report. This section compares the DeWitt
Public School District with the Lansing School
District, along with both to the state average. The
Lansing School District takes in all of the South
Central Area, while the DeWitt School District
covers the northwest quarter of the township,
including all of the City of DeWitt.
Looking at the comparison between the
two school districts, DeWitt Public Schools
outperforms Lansing Public Schools in every
category, from the Michigan Merit Exam, to the
ACT, to the Michigan High School Test. In some
comparisons, DeWitt Public Schools scored over
three times as high (Michigan Merit Exam: Math,
Writing). In the Great Schools District Rating,
DeWitt Public Schools scored 9 out of 10, while
Lansing Public Schools scored 4 out of 10, a
marked difference.
The pupil to teacher ratio was good south of I69. (Class size of 15.00 is very good). With the
test scores being so low, and one of the primary
factors in education being class size, this is
somewhat paradoxical.
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Not only did the Lansing Public Schools perform
poorly compared to DeWitt Public Schools, but
they also scored below the state average in every
single category documented. They scored less
than half the state average in math on both the
Michigan High School Test and Michigan Merit
Exam.
Schools factor heavily into a home purchase.
There is perhaps no better example of the benefits
of putting resources into education than the
Kalamazoo Promise. This is a scholarship program
that offers a scholarship to every Kalamazoo
Public School student. Simply put, if you live in
Kalamazoo, your children can attend college for
free. Though the program is pro-rated, it has, in
a remarkably short period of time, affected both
the housing turnover rate and sales price. It has
increased the housing value, and homes have
sold faster. This has not only brought in families
with children, but also empty nesters who want
to make sure their housing investment increases,
and married couples who have not had children
yet, who want to be in the district in the future.
This makes the Kalamazoo Promise more than just
a scholarship program. It makes it an economic
development model, an investment model.
The end result is that it is making Kalamazoo a
desirable place for students, families, teachers and
staff.
In order for the South Central Area to reach its
full potential, the Township has to work with the
school district to improve scores. Though not an
easy task, due to the autonomy of the School
district to local government, the Kalamazoo
Promise not only shows that the business
community, government, and school district can
work together, but documents the benefits this
will bring.
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Quality of Life

North of I-69

South of I-69

14,991

26,132

2.70

2.50

Married Population (%)

67.2%

50.6%

Single Population (%)

32.8%

49.4%

Unemployment Rate

5.1

5.8

Job Growth

-0.0%

0.0%

Future Job Growth

14.1%

14.1%

Income per Capita

$31,097

$20,965

Income per Household

$76,486

$41,355

Less than $15K

5.19%

16.72%

$15K - $25K

4.88%

13.47%

$25K - $35K

7.00%

13.24%

$35K - $50K

11.47%

17.64%

$50K - $75K

20.74%

19.10%

$75K - $100K

20.10%

9.98%

$100K - $150K

22.15%

6.80%

$150K - $250K

7.04%

2.08%

$250K - $500K

1.15%

0.85%

$500K or More

0.27%

0.12%

Management / Business

19.93%

9.18%

Professional Related

20.62%

15.97%

Service Related

12.44%

17.40%

Median Home Cost

$239,900

$89,000

Median Home Age

26.00

49.00

House Appreciation

2.48%

-6.32%

Home Owned

80.08%

63.55%

Home Rented

16.29%

28.91%

DEMOGRAPHIC
Population
Household Size

INCOME

Income

HOUSING
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Quality of Life

North of I-69

South of I-69

Air Quality (100=Best)

61.00

32.00

Water Quality (100=Best)

47.00

60.00

Violent Crime (10=Worst)

2.00

7.00

Property Crime (10=Worst)

2.00

7.00

School Expenditures / Pupil

$5,160

$7,707

Pupil / Teacher Ratio

23.00

15.00

93.10%

78.43%

23.90

21.30

QUALITY OF LIFE

High School Graduates (%)
Average One-Way Commute to Work
Source: Sperling’s Best Places: 2007

Quality of Life

State Average DeWitt Public Schools

Lansing Public Schools

SCHOOLS
Great Schools District Rating

9

4

(10=Best)

Michigan Merit Exam
Reading

60

83

42

Social Studies

83

97

72

Science

56

82

32

Writing

40

71

22

Math

47

78

21

19

Michigan High School Test
Reading

68

81

50

Social Studies

78

90

58

Science

60

82

34

Writing

56

73

30

Math

54

76

28

19

22

16

ACT Test (College Exam)
Source: GreatSchools, Inc. a 501c(3)
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Status of the District Along the US127 BR Corridor
The US-127 BR corridor between Stoll Road (north
boundary) and Sheridan (south boundary) can be
defined as a more mature and fragmented business corridor. Commencing at the south boundary along Sheridan Road the configuration of the
road and the adjacent properties is very similar to
the development pattern in the City of Lansing.
The right-of-way is 100 feet in width and adjacent
properties are built cross to the road on narrow
lots. Proceeding north along the corridor the
right-of-way remains at 100 feet but the businesses begin to step back from the road with wider
front yard setbacks. The 100-foot right-of-way
remains in place until it increases to 160 feet just
south of Stoll Road. Similarly, the general age of
the structures are older along the south portion of
the corridor with newer development starting at
Mak-Tech Drive and proceeding north.
The illustration on the next page shows the relationship between right-of-way width, lane configuration, and structure/building setbacks. With
the exception of the most southerly portion of the
corridor, the right-of-way between the curb line
and the private property line have sufficient room
for lights, landscaping, and sidewalks.
The average daily traffic (ADT) counts hover
around 16,500 to 18,800 vehicles per day, which
is a reasonable level of traffic, but not excessive
based on the width and lane configuration of the
road. Just south of Sheridan Road in the City of
Lansing the ADT is 18,800 and just north of State
Road the ADT decreases to 16,500. US-127 BR
north of I-69 the ADT is 22,200. For comparison
purposes, Southfield Road (M-39) in Lathrup Village has a right-of-way of 120 feet and 5 lanes of
traffic with an ADT of 49,000.

LEGEND
Urban Character
Suburban Character
Rural Character
Traffic Count Location
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STOLL ROAD

B

285’ ROW

D

160’ ROW

C

SHERIDAN ROAD

100’ ROW

100’ ROW

B

A

Sections along Old US-27
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PART 1

US-127BR (Old 27)

STOLL ROAD

SHERIDAN ROAD
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District Assessment
Corridor Assessment
The Old 27 (US-127 BR) corridor extends from
Stoll Road to Sheridan Road within DeWitt
Charter Township. This segment of the corridor
consists of a five-lane highway with two through
lanes in each direction and a dedicated lefthand turn lane. Heading southbound from the
I-69 interchange the posted speed limit is 55
MPH until Boichot Road where the speed limit
drops to 45 MPH. There are two traffic signals
along this portion of the corridor, one at State
Road and one at Sheridan Road. Sheridan Road
is the jurisdictional boundary between DeWitt
Charter Township and the City of Lansing. Old
27 becomes East Street when it enters the City of
Lansing.
Although there are residential neighborhoods
on either side of Old 27, the corridor is the
predominant feature within the South Central
Area District and establishes the perceived image
of the general area. Unfortunately, the overall
condition of the corridor is reminiscent of many
aging Michigan commercial highways with a wide
collection and variation of land uses. Motels,
vacant commercial buildings and sites, industrial
operations, junk yards, residential homes, newer
commercial and office buildings and mobile home
parks dot the corridor.
The Housing Quality assessment discussed
elsewhere in the report indicated a relatively
good housing stock for the district, however, the
condition of the housing is not reflected in the
quality of establishments along the corridor.
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Present-day corridor commercial districts are
looking to avoid strip development characteristics
of their 1950’s and 1960’s predecessors. Old 27
resembles these older commercial corridors where
lots were platted more along residential standards
or individually developed for stand-alone
commercial or office businesses or aggregated
into larger parcels for wider but shallow depth
commercial development. Many times the parcels
are not dimensionally sufficient to accommodate
today’s commercial uses, which need suitable offstreet parking.
In addition, the past pattern of development
was focused on vehicular accessibility resulting
in numerous curb cuts, site-specific parking
lots, minimal connectivity between adjacent
properties and virtually no pedestrian amenities.
The development of retail centers (malls, large
regional shopping centers, and lifestyle centers)
further hastened the decline of commercial
corridors resulting in fewer traditional retail uses
and more “errand-oriented” commercial uses, as
well as increased vacancies. The same trend has
influenced the professional office market where
tenants congregate in office centers and larger
multi-tenant office buildings, which offer various
support services and larger parking facilities versus
stand-alone professional office buildings. Most
of the major linear urban corridors, like Old 27,
are in some stage of decline or transformation.
The present economic climate in Michigan will
undoubtedly contribute to further decline and
disinvestment.
The economic obsolescence of commercial
corridors is not indigenous to just Michigan. In
response to a nationwide decline in the quality
and condition of urban commercial corridors
the Urban Land Institute authored a publication
entitled, “Ten Principles for Reinventing America’s
Suburban Strips.” Although some of the
suggested principles may not apply to the south
portion of the Old 27 Corridor, there are some
that deserve consideration.
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The principles include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Ignite leadership and nurture partnership
Anticipate evolution
Know the market
Prune back retail zoned land
Establish nodes of development
Tame the traffic
Create the place
Diversify the character
Eradicate the ugliness
Put your money and regulations where your
policy is

An assessment of vacant and under utilized
properties along Old 27 resulted in 68
parcels consisting of 323 acres of potential
redevelopment property. The adjacent map
highlights the location of these properties along
Old 27. Several of these properties by virtue of
their former use (i.e. gas station, junk yards, light
industrial operations) would be considered eligible
facilities for redevelopment as “brownfields.”

South Central Area Plan
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Commercial Land Use
Commercial land use totals five hundred
fifty seven (557) acres within DeWitt Charter
Township. This represents about 2.8% percent of
all developed land. The majority of commercial
property has developed along the Old 27 corridor.
The commercial development in the Township has
been impacted over the years by the development
along portions of Old 27, primarily north of I-69.
Commercial property is made up of various retail
and services businesses that cater to both local
residents and visitors. To the north, past I-69, Old
27 has a strong appeal, with national franchise
chains including various fast food restaurants,
supermarkets, banks, and hardware stores. But in
the subject area, these facilities are lacking.
As many older commercial corridors have, the
Old 27 corridor is facing numerous challenges.
Many were brought out during the October 2007
visioning session. These include:
•

•
•

Motels characterized as attracting a
bad element and not good for the
neighborhood.
A lack of retail and restaurants.
A large number of vacant stores and
empty buildings.

The South Central Area corridor currently
contains a myriad of businesses, vacant lots and
storefronts, including some in disrepair. As stated
in the DeWitt Charter Township Comprehensive
Development Plan, “commercial establishments
seek out major streets with high traffic volumes
to maximize their visibility and encourage drive-in
trade.”

Residents and business owners designated vacant
commercial buildings as a primary problem in
the area. There was also concern for the types of
businesses and the lack of cohesiveness within
the Old 27 corridor. Interest in a more cohesivelooking business district was expressed in the
concern with the number of vacant buildings
along Old 27. Lack of sidewalks and bicycle lanes
along Old 27 were emphasized as well, followed
by the lack of public transportation and sufficient
lighting. The lack of gateways were also seen to
hinder the goal of making the South Central Area
of DeWitt Charter Township a destination.
Out of the various businesses, including service
businesses, gas stations, vacant buildings and
restaurants, most were considered blighted and
unorganized. Many buildings currently encroach
into the right of way and are non-conforming.
Signage is not uniform, and parking lots are
devoid of landscaping. In addition, there are
too many access points cluttering the visual
appearance and compromising the safety of US
127 BR.

Housing Assessment
The housing assessment was conducted in the
three sub areas using one of the three assessment
tools outlined below.
•

•

•
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“Field Observation” - Conducted on a
parcel by parcel basis to inventory the
exterior conditions of the individual
properties in the area
“Area Observation” - Conducted in an
area-wide basis, rather than parcel by
parcel
“Document Review” - Properties are
largely undeveloped and would not
be subject to visual survey but are
included because they are areas of future
development and the planned future
uses will need to be coordinated with the
developed and redeveloped parcels that
exist elsewhere in the South Central Area.
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Housing Quality Study
In July of 2007, a housing quality analysis was
completed for the South Central Area of DeWitt
Charter Township using guidelines suggested by
the American Planning Association. This field
survey rated all property with a score of Good,
Fair, or Poor based on a valuation of exterior
conditions.
The rating system is based on the following
criteria:

Housing unit has some sections
of main living areas which do not
have an approved foundation or
has major holes in the foundation
providing little protection from
the elements.

Exterior walls, porches or stairs in
good shape (effective protection
from the elements).

Some porches or stairs out of
alignment, sagging or buckling
outward. Siding loose, paint
chipping or worn away in major
areas. Mortar decomposing in
brick or stone structures. Stucco
or plaster badly cracked.

Some exterior walls, porches or
stairs badly aligned, sagging or
with holes. Siding missing or
building materials in advanced
stages of deterioration. Mortar
missing, bricks or stones loose or
missing. Stucco or plaster missing
or flaking.

Exterior window and door
features are in working order and
good condition.

Exterior windows and doors
need minor caulking or repairs
or storm windows. Existing
storm windows in deteriorated
condition. Windowpanes may be
cracked; single glazing or plastic
vinyl weatherizing.

Exterior windows and doors
broken, large cracks, holes,
missing parts; needs major repair.

The roofline is straight with no
sagging evident on the structure.
Roofing materials are in good
shape.

The roofline is slightly sagging.
Roofing materials loose, few
missing shingles or portions loose
or missing.

The roofline sags extensively.
Roofing materials missing, holes
evident, flashing missing or
rusted through.

Foundation

Foundation has holes in a few
places. Major cracks evident.
Severe sagging or other major
support defects.

Windows/Doors

Poor

Housing unit has concrete
block, stone or treated wood
foundation with only minor
cracks or flaking, chipping or
splintering evident. No severe
sagging or other noticeable
support defects.

Walls, Porches,rs
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Fair

Roof

Good
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Housing Quality Study Analysis
The South Central Area housing stock has been
analyzed in order to establish more specific
information about residential land uses in the
subject area along with the Township as a
whole. The strength of housing in a community
is dependent on a multitude of factors, just as
housing itself denotes an extremely complex
initiative. When referring to housing in the South
Central Area, we are referring to more than just
the footprint of the house. This also includes the
house location within the larger framework of
the Township as well as the region, neighbors
and neighborhoods, rights of property owners,
investment opportunities, and the emotional and
psychological symbol that homes represent to
individual owners.
Many areas have housing challenges, and most
large geographic areas have some form of
housing problem. DeWitt Charter Township,
and the South Central Area specifically, are no
different as both the Township as a whole and the
South Central Area have challenges.

Sub-Area Housing Assessment
SUB AREA 1 SUB AREA 2 SUB AREA 3
Field Observation
Area Observation
Document Review

Housing Quality Assessment
Fair

211

19%

Good

787

72%

Poor

94

9%

Total

1,092

100%

Sub-Areas - South Central Area Plan
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Determining Where People Live
There are three main reasons why people choose
a particular area in which to live:
•
•
•

Quality of Schools
Safety
Quality of Services

Schools
Much research indicates that the quality of area
schools may be the MOST important reason.
As a whole, DeWitt Charter Township has five
school districts within its border. They are Lansing,
DeWitt, Bath, East Lansing and St. Johns. The
South Central Area is located completely within
the Lansing School District.
Safety
The second reason deals with issues of safety
and includes proximity to police, fire and medical
facilities as well as crime statistics for the area.
Services
This refers to what you receive from your
government such as trash pickup, mail delivery,
roads, water, sewers, and amenities within the
area as well as those services in the immediate
area relating to personal needs such as medical
care, retail sales and services, proximity to
shopping, etc.
It is important that goals and objectives in this
plan focus on effective strategies related to
these findings. The topics concerning housing
characteristics that were covered in Data
Collection that are relevant to this analysis include
total household income, size, type of structure,
housing tenure, unit values and age of housing
stock.
Single Family Housing
Overall, the single family housing stock in
the South Central Area is well maintained.
Generally, the most sound maintained area is in
the northeast corner of the South Central Area,
decreasing from most well maintained to least
maintained in a southwest direction. Out of the
91 units of poorly rated housing, the vast majority
are located west of Old 27 and south of MakTech Dr. (In fact, there are only eight poor houses
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located east of Old 27 in total.) There are fifty-two
poor rated properties located south of Mak-Tech
Dr. and west of Old 27. Out of the 91 poorly rated
residential properties, approximately one-half
of them border either non-residential or vacant
property/open space/agricultural land.
This is a phenomena referred to as “edge
erosion,” where obtrusive non-residential land
uses accelerate the decline of adjoining residential
properties.
Multiple Family Housing
Within the South Central Area, the multiple
family housing is located in the northeast section.
This multiple family housing is in relatively good
condition and consists of duplex units.
Mobile Home Parks
Although one of the prevalent housing choices
among low-income households, mobile home
parks can present many challenges both for
the community and those who reside in them.
Enduring social instability from high turnover
rates, along with negative stigmatization,
residents often experience social segregation and
perceived discrimination within the community.
There are three mobile home parks located within
the South Central Area, all in the southern portion
of the South Central Area: Rotunda Mobile Home
Park which fronts Old 27 and Kristana which is
accessed off of Coleman Road and is adjacent to
the Rotunda Mobile Home Park. The largest park,
Valley Farms, is located to the west. These mobile
home parks in the South Central Area present
challenges due to their age, appearance, and
proximity to non-residential property. The mobile
home parks east of Old 27 is smaller in area and
bracketed by industrial property, including the
large landfill to its northeast. The other mobile
home park, west of Old 27, borders single family
housing to the south and vacant property to the
north. The Rotunda Mobile Home Park encroaches
into the right-of-way along Old 27.
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The older population encompassing those
65 years of age or greater are also seizing
opportunities to embrace new life patterns or
embellish old ones. Housing professionals have
found that financial considerations such as tax
levels, land values, and cost of living are the most
important priority for older people while others
feel that access to medical facilities or simply a
warmer climate are more important. Some are
most interested in staying close to their families.
Do people newly living alone want smaller spaces
in new locations? Or would they prefer to stay
where they are?
Housing Outlook
The demographic for housing is changing. The
2000 Census emphasized that life expectancy is
increasing the population groups that are in midlife (45 – 64) and older ranges. The racial and
ethnic minority populations are increasing due to
trends in fertility and immigration. These changes
have a significant impact on future housing needs
and preferences.
Longer lives are not only increasing the population
numbers of older adults, but offering them new
life stages. The old adage used to be that a
longer life span meant more sick, elderly people
– just hanging on to unhealthy years at the
end of their lives. Recent research conducted at
Duke University has indicated that healthy life
expectancies are growing about as fast as overall
life expectancy. Some in the medical profession
are calling 70 the new 50, adding 20 years to
historical life spans.
People chose to spend these 20 new years in
a variety of ways including changing careers,
going back to school, or even starting their own
business, often out of a home office. Mid-life
married couples, ages 45 to 64, are now the
largest household type in the nation. The South
Central Area of DeWitt Charter Township needs
to question if this group is continuing to live in the
same house they purchased for raising children
or moving into a new home for their new years.
Housing needs can be addressed by attempting to
understand these trends.
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By reviewing and considering the information
presented on population, age, income, household
size, tenure, value, and age of the housing stock
within the South Central Area, DeWitt Charter
Township can began to prepare for the future
by implementing programs that will rehabilitate,
enhance, maintain and improve housing choices
in the area.
Housing Opportunities
Fortunately, the housing stock in the South
Central Area is in relatively respectable shape.
As previously indicated, most homes within the
Township were built between 1972 and 1976,
making the average age of a home within the
Township roughly 24 years. During this stage
of life of a home, owners begin to experience
increased maintenance costs. As original materials
(windows, doors, siding, roofing, insulation,
flooring) and equipment (electrical, mechanical,
plumbing) begin to show their age. This requires
an increased financial commitment on the part of
the homeowner to keep up with the maintenance
required. Based on median household incomes
for the area, while it may be easy for some South
Central Area residents, it is a struggle for others.
Out of the 1,057 homes (excluding the Mobile
Home Park homes), only 91 are rated poor,
representing approximately 8.5% of the housing
stock. On the other end, almost three out of every
four (73%) of the housing stock is rated good.
As noted earlier, there is a marked difference
between the southwest part of the South Central
Area and the northeast end.
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Average Household Size
The average household size in the South Central
Area is generally 2.19 persons according to the
Block Group data from the U.S. Census Bureau.
This is just slightly under the overall Township
average of 2.49, as well as the national average of
2.59 persons per household.

Residential Housing Quality Analysis

The average household size has been declining
nationwide for a myriad of reasons including
increased divorce rates, declining fertility,
longer life expectancies and changing lifestyles,
among others. The combination of longer
life expectancies and the seemingly continued
preference for only one or two children will
make households without children even more
numerous. Compared to historical trends,
household size continues to shrink as married
couples without children and single-person
households outnumber traditional family
households.

Length of Residency
Length of residency describes when a resident
moved into their home and how long they have
resided at the same address. In addition, from
1990 to 2000, the total number of housing units
increased slightly from 4,192 housing units to
4,839 units.

Tenure
According to the 2000 Census, there were 5,133
total units of housing in the DeWitt Charter
Township. Of these units, 83.5% were owner
occupied and 16.5% were renter occupied.

Residency by Year Householder Moved into
Unit
DeWitt Charter Township
Total:

5,133

Owner Occupied:

4,820

Moved in 1999 to March 2000

864

Moved in 1995 to 1998

1,315

Moved in 1990 to 1994

795

Moved in 1980 to 1989

816

Moved in 1970 to 1979

411

Moved in 1969 or earlier

619

Renter Occupied:

313

2000 U.S. Census

The table titled “Residency by Year Householder
Moved into Unit” highlights the key years in
which people moved into the DeWitt Charter
Township. The high growth years in which
residents moved into owner occupied housing in
the community were from 1995 to 1998.
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Housing tenure for DeWitt Township, per the
2000 Census, is 83.5% for owner occupied,
and 16.5% for renter occupied. The numbers
for owner occupied are high, generally a good
indicator of strong neighborhoods. Generally,
these numbers are consistent with Clinton County,
which had a little more than 85% owner occupied
and slightly less than 15% for renter occupied.
In comparison with the adjoining communities of
East Lansing and Lansing, these numbers compare
favorably.
The percentage of owner occupied to renter
occupied units in East Lansing is 32% to 68%.
This is the highest renter occupied in the region.
The high renter occupied in East Lansing is a
reflection of the city being home to Michigan
State University, which has a large student
population (46,045 total: 36,072 undergraduate
and 9,973 graduate and professional) reflecting
in the large number of renter occupied housing.
In comparison, the State of Michigan’s owner
occupied to renter occupied percentages were
approximately 74% to 26%, well above the
national average of 66% to 34%
The City of Lansing has 57.5% owner occupied
tenure to 42.5% renter occupied respectively.
Lansing’s high renter occupied housing tenure
may have to do with both its proximity to
Michigan State University and its student
population, and its income level. While DeWitt
Charter Township 2000 median household income
was $49,782, Lansing’s was $34,066, and Clinton
County’s median household income was $56,637.
East Lansing’s in comparison was $28,217, again
a reflection of its large student population.

Observations
•

•

•
•

Housing turnover seems high, with almost
half having moved into the township
during the last five years prior to the
census.
The 20-24 year old population seems
small, but this could have significant
potential for starter homes.
The Lansing School District may be a
deterrent to the area.
Appearance of mobile homes parks is a
disincentive.

Unit Values
Another important aspect of housing is its
affordability. The median home value for the
Township was $125,300 according to the
2000 Census. This is slightly higher (4%) than
the median home value for Clinton County at
$120,500. The median home price is slightly
lower than the median home price for the State
at $134,058. Having an affordable housing
market in the Township provides many options
for DeWitt Township residents, including residents
who may be looking to retire to a smaller home to
take advantage of the many opportunities in the
Township. In addition, an affordable housing stock
allows DeWitt Charter Township the opportunity
to attract residents with school age children who
may also want to enjoy the benefits of living in
the community.
The median home value in the South Central
Area ranges from $105,400 to $116,200 when
delineated by Block Group. This is slightly below
the average for the Township of $125,300.
Age of Housing Stock
The age of the housing units in the Township
is one factor that can be used in evaluating the
quality of the buildings. The median age of
homes in the DeWitt Charter Township ranges
from 22 to 26 years and indicates that most were
built between 1972 and 1976. This is a major
factor of why the majority of the housing in
DeWitt Charter Township is in good condition and
contributes to stable neighborhoods.
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Mean Age of Structure
DeWitt Charter Township
Year
1999 to March 2000

162

Renter Occupied # of Units
0

1995 to 1998

454

56

1990 to 1994

395

71

1980 to 1989

466

204

1970 to 1979

673

173

1960 to 1969

833

122

1950 to 1959

489

47

1940 to 1949

230

25

Built 1939 or earlier

323

97

4,025
1972

795
1976

Owner Occupied # of Units

Total:
Median Year Structure Built

Foreclosures
Using foreclosures listed on RealtyTrak, the South
Central Area and DeWitt as a whole have so far
been spared the high rates of foreclosures seen
in other areas of the state as well as the region.
Most notable, the area immediate south of the
South Central Area shows a large number of
foreclosures. In the South Central Area, the area
bounded by Sheridan to the south, Old 27 to
the east, South DeWitt Road to the west, and
State Street to the north only show eight bank
owned properties and two auction properties.
The area to the south, outside of the township,
bounded by Sheridan to the north, Old 27 to the
east, North Logan to the west and the railroad
tracks northeast of I –96 to the south show fiftyfour bank owned properties and eight auction
properties.

Foreclosures can place significant challenges
on communities. Dan Immergluck from the
Georgia Institute of Technology and Geoff Smith
of the Woodstock Institute state in their 2006
report The External Costs of Foreclosure: The
Impact of Single-Family Mortgage Foreclosures
on Property Values, that conservative estimates
indicate each conventional foreclosure within an
eighth of a mile of a single-family home results
in a decline of 0.9 percent in value. They state
less conservative estimates suggest that each
conventional foreclosure within an eighth of a
mile of a property results in a 1.2% decline in
that property’s value and that each foreclosure
between an eighth and a quarter of a mile away
results in a 0.3% percent decline in value.
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They go on to say foreclosures can mean
significant costs and hardships for those most
directly affected in that they can involve not only
the loss of accumulated home equity and the cost
of acquiring the home, but also access to stable,
decent housing. Moreover, foreclosures can
damage credit ratings, hurting owners’ prospects
in credit, labor and insurance, and rental housing
markets. There are potential psychological
and emotional costs as well. For the holders
of the loan, foreclosures are estimated to cost
an average of $58,792 and take 18 months to
resolve (Cutts and Green 2004).
These economic and social costs also can have
negative effects on adjacent neighborhoods
and for the township as well. DeWitt Charter
Township will lose tax revenue from abandoned
homes, which will also affect the school districts
within the Township.
Another social impact of increased foreclosures
in a community is crime. Vacant and abandoned
buildings, as signs of negligence and unchecked
decay often invite criminals (vandals, burglars,
and robbers) into a neighborhood. This in turn
can cause residents to limit investment in their
property, or at worst, leave. Communities also
have to bear the cost in boarding up abandoned
and foreclosed structures, due to the chance of
vandals causing further damage.
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DEMOGRAPHIC BENCHMARK
South Central Area

DeWitt Township

2000 Total Population

1,728

12,143

2007 Total Population

1,755

12,837

2012 Total Population

1,733

13,290

2000 Group Quarters Population

19

74

2007 Group Quarters Population

19

74

2012 Group Quarters Population

19

74

1,377

10,365

2000 Pop in Non-Family Households

331

1,704

2000 Total Households

705

4,839

2007 Total Households

758

5,443

2012 Total Households

768

5,808

2007 White Population

1,533

11,718

2007 Black Population

82

367

2007 American Indian/Alaska Native

12

54

2007 Asian/Hawaiian/Pacific Islander

17

126

2007 Other Population (Incl 2+ Races)

110

572

116

529

1,638

12,308

2000 Median Age Total Population

36

37

2000 Median Age Adult Population

43

45

2007 Median Age Total Population

40

41

2007 Median Age Adult Population

47

48

2012 Median Age Total Population

42

42

2012 Median Age Adult Population

49

50

2000 Owner Occupied Housing Units

598

4,025

2000 Renter Occupied Housing Units

123

795

2000 Vacant Housing Units

79

293

2007 Total Owner Occupied Housing Units

631

4,440

2007 Total Renter Occupied Housing Units

142

1,003

2000 Pop in Family Households

2007 RACE AND ETHNICITY

2007 Hispanic Population
2007 Non-Hispanic Population

HOUSING
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State of the District
Introduction
Throughout the initial phase of the planning
process for the South Central Area, information
was collected from a variety of published sources
and field and area wide observations conducted
by planning professionals. This information was
furthered supplemented with contributions from
Township administrative personnel and public
input received through the community vision
session. When these inputs are combined they
define the “issues” and “assets” of the South

the interstate network. As a result, motel and
lodging, gas stations, roadside restaurants,
and retail stores closed or became severely
impacted. The residential properties within
the district and the average daily traffic of
16,000 vehicles are not enough to support the
expanse of retail property.
•

Depth of lots is an issue with strip commercial
areas as the configuration of the lots limit
building size and available parking. We
suggest some strategically located land be
targeted for future parking lots, including
residential.

•

Corridor revitalization depends on an
effective public policy of site and building
design regulatory requirements. The current
configuration and age of properties along Old
27 lack access management controls, internal
connectivity, and consistent landscaping and
signage treatment.

•

The width of the road (5 lanes) was probably
sufficient to handle the pre US-127 and I-69
traffic, however, the speed and width today
are impacting the revitalization of the corridor.

Central Area district.

Issues Affecting the District
Corridor Traffic & Development Patterns
•

•

•

Old 27 works more today as a suburban
strip with low-rise, low-density retail, than
a traditional neighborhood business center.
Though the 2008 economy is sluggish at
best, once it turns around we believe there
will be market opportunities to support the
redevelopment of this area to a more compact
and traditional business district.
Older commercial strip districts have been
converted from retail to mixed-uses. Old
27 is a mature, vehicular-dependent retail
area. Mixed-use development including such
elements as housing, cultural, entertainment
and recreational activities would provide the
opportunity to create a more vibrant strip
and with access management, offer a more
pedestrian orientation.
The state of the District reflects the outcomes
of the U.S. interstate system, which hastened
disinvestment and decline along major
regional arterials when traffic migrated over to

Blight and Underutilized Properties
•

A field investigation of properties adjoining
Old 27 identified approximately 68 parcels
consisting of 323 acres as potential
redevelopment sites. Of the total, 24 parcels
were vacant. Some of the vacant properties
were former gas stations and service stations,
which would be considered as “eligible
facilities” under today’s brownfield program.
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•

Some blighted and underutilized properties
are adjacent to existing residential
neighborhoods. As a result, adjoining
residential properties exhibit housing quality
decline and blight as a result of edge erosion
and the disinvestment occurring on Old
27. The Redevelopment Opportunities map
denotes potential zones for concentrated
redevelopment activities.

•

The housing quality assessment notes the
location of properties classified as “poor”
quality. The preponderance of this trend is
east of Old 27 and south of Coleman Road.

•

Housing Quality and Neighborhood Decay
•

Sense of Place
•

•

The district is totally within DeWitt Charter
Township. However, based on housing
quality and other indices of quality of life
the southern half of the district has more
in common with the City of Lansing than
the Township. When driving northbound
from the City of Lansing into the Township
the appearance and character does not
significantly change until Mak-Tech Drive.
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•

Public water and sanitary infrastructure form
a foundation for community and economic
development in densely developed areas.
Although the District lacks public water the
regional utility has added capacity for the
District if residents decide to create and
finance a water district.

•

Arterials and collector roads serving the
District are sufficiently maintained and
business and residents have a number of
ways to access the highway network. Some
residential streets are in need of resurfacing
and lack enclosed storm drainage and
sidewalks.

Overall, the housing quality of the district is
rather strong, considering the challenges of
the commercial properties along Old 27 and
the condition of property along Sheridan
Road. The three mobile home parks in the
South Central Area present challenges due to
their age, appearance, and proximity to nonresidential property.

Airports
•

Capital City Airport is one of fourteen (14)
Tier 1 airports in the State of Michigan and
has a combination of primary runway and
navigational aids including HIRL (High Intensity
Runway Lights), VASI (Visual Approach Slope
Indicators), REIL (Runway End Indicator
Lights) and precision instrument approach
equipment.

•

The runway runs apparel with West State
Road resulting in is easterly approach zone
extending over West Weiland Road, West
Valley Road, Hickory Street, and Coleman
Road. Currently, the airport has capacity
for 130 aircraft with an ultimate capacity
of 240 aircraft based on the MDOT Airport
Information Management System (1999).

•

Noise from overhead aircraft impacts the
underlying residential neighborhoods due to
the location of the approach zone.

•

Because of its importance as a Tier 1 airport
facility within the Michigan Airport System
it is doubtful if the noise situation can be
fully abated. As a result, this condition may
influence the long term quality of the South
Central Area neighborhoods.

The dominant physical element in the District,
which acts as a geographic locator of place, is
Granger Meadows Park. The Old 27 corridor
could be “anywhere.”

Infrastructure

Many of the residential neighborhoods in the
south portion of the District are developed
to urban densities. They look, function, and
feel like traditional “city” neighborhoods,
however, many of these subdivisions lack
sidewalks and pathways for pedestrians. In
addition, with the exception of some random
sidewalks in front of newer buildings on Old
27, this corridor lacks sidewalks. Walkability
within the District is minimal.
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Assets in the District
Neighborhoods
•

The overall quality of housing in the District
is good which is a benefit to residents and
the Township. The application of code and
blight enforcement on selective non-compliant
properties will further stabilize and enhance
adjacent properties at minimal public expense.

•

The development configuration of existing
residential neighborhoods is advantageous
for good community building and beneficial
for neighborhood businesses. In addition,
compact, well-maintained, owner-occupied
neighborhoods provide the expenditures
to support neighborhood retail and service
businesses. This asset coupled with the
ability to walk to businesses and community
facilities creates a great framework for livable
neighborhoods.

Parks and Recreation
•

The presence of several Township park
facilities in the District is a wonderful asset for
community building. Many of these parks,
such as, Coleman Road Park (1.3 acres),
Granger Meadows Park (76 acres), and Valley
Farms Park (25 acres) are clustered together.
The DeWitt Township Community Center
located on Brook Road within the Valley Farm
Park is located within easy walking distance
of many households. The parks should be
viewed as a building block for the District.

New Investment
•

32

Crown Pointe Business Park and several new
businesses on Mak-Tech Drive are examples of
new investment in the corridor. Interestingly,
these developments cater to offices and
service businesses and not retail. The site
development standards also incorporate
better access management, signage, and site
landscaping than older surrounding parcels.
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District Asset Map
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Smart Growth
In the 1970’s urban planners began recognizing
the impacts often associated with building
the Interstate Highway system especially in
densely developed central cities. Often, entire
neighborhoods were acquired for right-ofway and leveled and other neighborhoods and
business districts were divided and fragmented.
This continued until it was realized that
public money was creating disinvestment in
built communities through the investment in
undeveloped areas. As a result, the U.S. EPA
and several nonprofit organizations began to
promote “Smart Growth.” Smart Growth is
defined (Wikipedia) as an urban planning and
transportation theory that concentrates growth in
the center of a city. It also recommends compact,
transit-oriented, walkable, bicycle-friendly land
use, including neighborhood schools, streets that
work for everyone, mixed-use development with
a range of housing choices. Although some of
these ideas do not apply to the South Central
Area district many do, such as, walkability,
neighborhood schools, mixed-use and various
housing choices.
Application of Smart Growth Tenents
The adjacent table relates factors identified
in the 2004 American Community Preference
Survey, Smart Growth and Ten Smart Growth
Tenets (Michigan Land Use Leadership Council) to
provide the Township with a competitive position
to capture forecasted household growth.
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The Smart Growth Network, Sustainable
Communities, EPA, American Association of
Planning, National Housing Builders Association,
and Urban Land Institute have lobbied the ideas
and concepts of Smart Growth for a decade.
In February 2007, the Planning and Zoning
Center at Michigan State University unveiled a
Michigan Smart Growth program to assist local
communities with land use decision-making.
An accepted definition of Smart Growth is “an
urban planning and transportation theory that
concentrates growth in the center of an area
to avoid urban sprawl; and advocates compact,
transit-oriented, walkable, bicycle-friendly land
use, including neighborhood schools, streets that
work for everyone, mixed-use development with a
range of housing choices.”
When the ten tenets of Smart Growth are
applied to the South Central Area two tenets
are currently being implemented and two
tenets are already in place. Several other tenets
need to be implemented including providing
walkable neighborhoods, a strong sense of
place, encouraging mixed uses, and promoting
compact development. The later tenets can be
achieved by allowing higher density development
with opportunities for mixed uses. Compact
traditional neighborhoods help address many of
the Smart Growth tenets because they employ
walkable elements and strategies.
Incorporation of Smart Growth concepts and
LEED – Neighborhood (U.S. Green Building
Council – Leadership in Energy and Environmental
Design) rating criteria the revised zoning
code would reinforce and help effectuate this
public policy. Comparison of the District to
the American Preference Survey indicates that
accessibility to major highways and living within
the Lansing metropolitan area are very desirable.
However, the lack of sidewalks and connections
to retail, service, and community facilities are
deficiencies that require correction.
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S MA R T G R O W T H P R I N C I P L E S

A M E R I C A N P R E F E R E N CE S U R V E Y

Sustainable Communities Network and EPA

Smart Growth America and National Assc. Of Realtors

1

Create Range of Housing Opportunities and
Choices

1

Being within a 45-minutes commute to work

2

Create Walkable Neighborhoods

2

Easy access to the highway (US-127 and I-69)

3

Encourage Community and Stakeholder
Collaboration

3

Sidewalks and places to take walks

4

Foster Distinctive, Attractive Communities with a
Strong Sense of Place

4

Living in a place that’s away from it all

5

Make Development Decisions Predictable, Fair, and
Cost Effective

5

Having a large house on more than one acre of land

6

Mix Land Uses

6

Being within walking distance to stores and restaurants

7

Preserve Open Space, Farmland, Natural Beauty
and Critical Environmental Areas

7

Being within walking distance to schools

8

Provide a Variety of Transportation Choices

8

Being within walking distance of public transportation

9

Strengthen and Direct Development Towards
Existing Communities

9

Church, synagogue or religious place of worship within
walking distance

10

Take Advantage of Compact Development Design

10

Living in a place that’s at the center of it all

Already in Place (2)

Already in Place (3)

Currently Implementing (2)

Currently Implementing (0)

Need to Implement (6)

Need to Implement (7)
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The Preferred Future
On October 24, 2007, DeWitt Charter Township
invited its residents, business owners and
community stakeholders to a Visioning Session
held at the Community Center. Anticipating forty
to fifty participants, officials were pleasantly
surprised to have over 100 people take part in
the vision for the South Central Area of DeWitt
Charter Township.
The event was on the front page of the Fall
Township Newsletter that was sent to all residents
and property owners in the Township. An
informational piece was placed on the “News and
Information” section of the Township’s website.
Furthermore, the DeWitt-Bath Review and the
Lansing City Community News (local weekly
newspapers) also ran stories in advance of the
event.

Assets and Challenges
CATEGORY
DeWitt Community
Neighborhoods
Parks & Recreation/Amenities
Housing/Property Maintenance
Infrastructure
Pedestrian Transportation
Public Safety
Development
Schools
Planning/Ordinances/Enforcement
Airport

TOTAL

DeWitt Community
The rural atmosphere, beautiful trees, safety and
a “small town next to a big city” were viewed
as assets of the District. Commonly used terms
to describe this viewpoint included quiet, low
crime, stability, quality of life, and friendliness
of residents. On the other hand, challenges
noted during the session were the Districts’ lack
of identity with the rest of the Township and a
perception that the area is not generally good.
Neighborhoods
Neighborhood assets were identified as
cooperation between neighbors, neighbors
watching out for one another and safe
neighborhoods. Challenges facing District
neighborhoods include a perception that the
neighborhoods are declining in quality and local
streets are used as race tracks with minimal traffic
calming.

“Assets”

“Challenges”

15
9
7
2
9
2
4
4
1
2
0

5
3
2
3
9
4
6
18
3
11
2
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The Preferred Future - Visualizing Amenities and Business Possibilities*
US-127 BR
Strong Established Businesses along US-127 BR

Number of Votes
12

Sidewalks on Business 27

8

South US-27 BR Corridor from Sheridan to State be Developed Appropriately

7

Turn Lane on US-27 between Northcrest and Clark

6

Welcome Signs at Sheridan & US-127 BR with Well-kept Lawn

5

Boulevards with Trees along US-127 BR

5

Aesthetics / Sense of Community / Safety
Blighted Areas will be Gone

10

Urban Feel

8

Safe Community (personal responsibility, neighborhood watch, no crime)

8

Mini-Police Station, More Patrols, Better Coordination of Police / Paramedic / Fire

5

Access / Mobility / Transportation / Infrastructure
City Water

14

More Walkable Community (sidewalks, bike paths, street lights)

8

Bike Trails, Natural Walking Trails

7

Development: Existing and Future
Good Restaurants, Sit-down Restaurants

10

Rotunda, etc. Trailer Parks Replaced with Nice Development

7

Green Space around Development in Place of Random Trailer Parks

6

Fun Center for Kids, More Youth Centers

6

New Commercial Construction

5

Full Retail Space in Outlet Mall

5

*From Visioning Session

The Preferred Future - General Findings*
Category
US-127 BR (Beautification, Creation of Turn Lane, Revitalize Businesses)

59

Quality of Life (Amenities, Community Character)

44

City Water / Sewer

32

Code Enforcement / Blight Cleanup

30

Airport (No Further Expansion, Noise Abatement Ordinances

12

Schools (LCC North)

8

*From Visioning Session
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Parks & Recreation/Amenities
Granger Meadows Park was rated as a highly
prized community facility. In general, parks
throughout the community were also well rated
as assets in terms of programs, community center
activities and Library Branch activities. One
exception involved Valley Turner Park where the
lack of upkeep and opportunity for new playscape
equipment was needed.
Housing/Property Maintenance
Housing and property maintenance were
equally viewed by participants as an asset and
a challenge. Although some areas within the
District have well-maintained housing, other areas
show signs of decline.
Infrastructure
The overall condition of District roads was noted
as an asset. However, the appearance of Old 27
with the overhead utility lines, poor drainage, and
lack of uniform street lighting and storm sewers
were viewed as challenges for the community.
The lack of sidewalks and bike routes, especially
along Old 27, followed by the lack of public
transportation were also noted as challenges
within the District.
Development
Development was the top remarked upon
category of the visioning event and perceived as
the biggest challenge facing the District and the
Township. The lack of retail and restaurants in the
area, the stigma associated with corridor motels,
the number of vacant stores and empty buildings,
the older mobile home parks and the general
“unorganized” atmosphere along Old 27 were
seen as significant challenges.
Schools
Sheridan Road Elementary School was noted as a
District asset although the participants considered
being in the Lansing School District as a District
challenge.
Planning/Ordinances/Enforcement
The lack of compliance with ordinances, and the
consistent and uniform enforcement of blight
codes and existing property maintenance codes
were considered a challenge by participants.

E

Development Trends
Land Use Issues
The most commented upon issue dealt with
zoning and ordinance concerns and the need for
stronger ordinances, different codes for interior
and exterior improvements, ordinances addressing
site clean up, lot splits, and commercial lot sizes.
Although a remnant of the former US-27 corridor
the Districts’ motels are viewed as an indication of
corridor disinvestment.
Natural Resources,
Environmental Protection
& Parks and Recreation Issues
Overall, the community feels the Township has
improved in the area of environmental protection
and is moving in the right direction. Water
issues regarding sanitary sewers, well water
quality and protection of ground water are
viewed as potential problems which may impact
redevelopment and new construction within the
District.
Economic Development Issues
The replacement of vacant buildings or properties
such as abandoned gas stations, former retail
outlets, banks, and outdoor storage yards are
viewed as problems affecting the identify and
investment atmosphere of the District. The desire
to actively redevelop these properties is viewed as
a necessary action to stabilize the corridor.
Public Facilities and Services
This development trend is somewhat
encompassing and includes a variety of issues.
On a macro view the configuration and speed
along Old 27 is a concern. Although it is
recognized that businesses require traffic and site
access, the lack of pedestrian amenities along
the corridor, such as sidewalks, shared pathways
and uniform lighting, limit connectivity between
adjacent residential neighborhoods and the
business district.
At the neighborhood level this collection
of disconnected and segregated land uses
contributes to the underlying feeling that the
District lacks a sense of identity or place. In turn,
the lack of connectivity increases the desire to
make the District more walkable. By definition,
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the Smart Growth Network describes walkable
communities as places with mixed land uses, built
compactly, to ensure safe and inviting pedestrian
corridors.
Two other factors, which have a significant
influence on community revitalization, are the
quality of schools and access to public water
and sanitary facilities. Due to the Districts’
inclusion within the Lansing Public School district,
families desirous of locating within academically
competitive school systems may overlook this
area. Similarly, the lack of public water may be a
deterrent for potential homebuyers.
Housing and Neighborhood Quality
Blight in business and commercial districts as
well as residential areas appear to be the chief
concern among residents. Additional enforcement
of ordinances and stronger codes to address lack
of painting, fences, junk and debris in yards,
unlicensed and inoperable cars, and overgrown
landscaping and lawns were cited as issues that
need attention.

The Preferred Future
After reviewing the assets and challenges of the
South Central Area District and their relationship
to current development trends the stage was set
for determining expectations for the future. As
a way to hone in on those expectations most
desired by residents, a collective prioritization
was completed. The result of that prioritization
defines a well-focused preferred future for the
district.
1. US 127-BR, or Old 27
The future US 127-BR corridor will accommodate
redeveloped properties along a roadway
containing uniform street lighting, landscaping,
and sidewalks. As an alternative to linear and
individual site development, properties in the
future will share drive approaches with connecting
off-street parking lots. In some locations
buildings will be massed together encouraging
a more compact style of development and at
critical intersections building heights will be
increased to create mixed-use developments
creating a sense of place for the adjoining
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residential neighborhoods. Abandoned and
environmentally challenged properties will
become viable contributors to the community tax
base. The corridor will evolve from a pedestrianhostile roadway to pedestrian-friendly business
corridor. And, instead of relying on a state
route designation (US-127 BR or Old 27) for its
name, the corridor will be renamed to reflect its
character and location within DeWitt Township.
Lastly, the corridor will transform from a former
rural business route to a desirable mixed-use
business district.
2. Quality of Life
The South Central Area will change its focus from
being the transition zone between the City of
Lansing and DeWitt Township to the south anchor
of DeWitt Township. A means to achieve this
preferred future is to focus redevelopment efforts
on a compact and centralized portion of the
US 127-BR corridor. The combination of higher
density mixed uses connected to existing and new
residential neighborhoods and public facilities can
result in establishing a defined place.
From a broader perspective, the township has
the City of DeWitt in the northwest corner and
conceivably could encourage the creation of a
similar “village” in the southeast portion of the
township along the US 127-BR corridor.
3. Public Infrastructure
Public water will be available to residential
neighborhoods willing to partner with the
Township. Sidewalks and shared pathways will be
available and street reconstruction in residential
neighborhoods will incorporate curb and gutter
and enclosed storm sewers. Public transportation
(CATA) will provide transit opportunities to local
residents.
4. Neighborhood Conservation & Preservation
Home ownership will increase. Building codes
and blight regulations will be used to correct
building and site violations. Rental properties
will be subjected to periodic (annual, bi-annual)
inspections to mitigate building deficiencies. The
introduction of sidewalks with connections to
community facilities and businesses will increase
the desireability of south central neighborhoods.

South Central Area Plan
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Collective Prioritization
CATEGORY

VOTES

U.S. 127-BR (Beautification, Create Turn Lane, Revitalize Businesses)

59

Quality of Life (Amenities, Community Character)

44

City Water/Sewer

32

Code Enforcement/Blight Cleanup

30

Airport (No Further Expansion, Noise Abatement Ordinances)

12

Schools

8
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Key Community Priorities
The identification of key priorities, along with
community consensus, will determine the focus
necessary to improve conditions within the South
Central Area. The previous assessment revealed
a number of issues affecting the economic vitality
and image of the South Central Area.
•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Old 27 is a mature suburban commercial strip,
which is very vehicular dependent.
The commercial properties along Old 27
reflect the impacts associated with the
Interstate Highway System, which accelerated
disinvestment along the highway.
The shallow depth of many commercial lots
limit building size and the amount of off-street
parking.
There is minimal connectivity between
properties along Old 27, which exacerbates
traffic circulation.
The width of the road is a remnant of pre
US-127 and I-69 regional road system. There
are 5 lanes of traffic handling a relatively
moderate average daily traffic volume of
16,000 vehicles.
68 parcels consisting of 323 acres were
identified as potential redevelopment sites and
from this total 24 parcels were vacant.
Some vacant properties are adjacent to
residential neighborhoods accelerating blight
and decline in these fringe properties.
Residential properties east of Old 27 and
south of Coleman Road exhibit the highest
degree of distress.

•

•

•

•
•

Neighborhoods and commercial properties
south of Mak-Tech Drive appear to be an
extension of Lansing rather than part of
DeWitt Township.
The demographic profile of the South Central
area is more comparable with neighborhoods
in the City of Lansing than neighborhoods
north of I-69 in DeWitt Township.
Although there is capacity within the regional
water system operated by Lansing Board of
Water and Light (BWL), neighborhoods lack
public water service.
The ability to safely walk throughout the area
is hampered by the lack of sidewalks.
The configuration of Capital City Airport
runways has air traffic flying over the South
Central Area resulting in noise problems.

The adopted Township Community Master Plan
designated the South Central Area as a special
planning area and identified neighborhood
conservation and commercial revitalization as the
major priorities for future implementation. The
initiatives outlined in the Community Master Plan
for the South Central Area are very similar to
those identified by residents and Township officials
during the Community Vision Session. The
table on the next page compares the collective
prioritization resulting from the Community Vision
Session with the priorities recommended in the
Community Master Plan.
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COMMUNITY MASTER PLAN PRIORITIES

AREA PLAN COLLECTIVE PRIORITIZATION
Improve
City Water /
Code
Airport Improve
US-127 BR Quality of Life
Sewer
Enforcement Noise Schools

Implement a housing conservation code and
enforcement program

X

Implement a low interest loan and home
improvement loan program
Establish a Brownfield Redevelopment
Authority and DDA

X

Prepare an access management plan for US127BR

X

Implement a low interest loan and business
improvement program

X

The plan suggests that the Township focus
attention on those priorities they have control
over. Out of the six South Central Area collective
priorities, the Township can effectively influence
four of these priorities. These include US127 BR improvements, improvements to
quality of life, provision of public water and
sewer, and code enforcement. Airport noise
abatement and associated regulations involves
the Michigan Department of Transportation
and are influenced by runway configuration
(direction and length) and the approved Airport
Layout Plan. Improvement to local schools will
involve the Lansing Public Schools and due to
school financing challenges it is doubtful that a
change in school districts is likely. Although the
Township can suggest modifications the ultimate
implementation is relegated to other outside
agencies where there is little control.
Although the focus of the South Central Area
plan is US-127 BR, the real opportunity for
change lies within the adjacent residential
neighborhoods. Establishing the neighborhoods
as the foundation for community building and
using the US-127 BR / State Road intersection as
the connection to the neighborhoods will create
the sense of place sought after by residents,
business owners and township officials. Working
outward from this commercial core will result
in the long-term redevelopment of the business
corridor and inclusion of South Central residential
neighborhoods into an informal village.
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Description of Priorities
Improved Character of US-127 BR
Consistent infrastructure will create a geographic
place and image for this part of the Township.
The character of US-127 BR changes as one
proceeds from the City of Lansing north to I-69.
The portion of US-127 BR between Sheridan and
Pearl Streets is predominately urban and suburban
in character. North of Pearl Street the corridor is
more rural and open until the interchange at I-69
where more intensive commercial development
is encountered. US-127 BR is the glue that
connects adjacent residential neighborhoods.
With an estimated 2007 population of 1,755 it is
conceivable to think of the South Central Area as
a village, hamlet or settlement.
US-127 BR is a regional arterial and has the
image of a strip commercial corridor. The
adjacent residential neighborhoods southwest
and northeast of the State Road and Old 27
intersection are more urban in character. The
contiguous residential neighborhoods mirror
traditional single-family subdivisions with a loose
grid street pattern. Within the neighborhoods are
parks, community facilities and churches.
Changing the focus of the neighborhoods
changes the focus of US-127 BR. State Road
becomes a commercial activity node connecting
two neighborhoods, rather than just a signalized
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Corridor Segments
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intersection. Focusing commercial development
in concentrated areas creates a more vibrant
commercial core and creates a sense of place for
this portion of DeWitt Township.
Plan Suggestions
• Segment the corridor into two components:
transition segment and redevelopment
segment. The transition segment would be
bounded between Sheridan and Coleman
and Pearl and Stoll Road. The redevelopment
segment would be between Coleman Road
and Pearl.
• Implement consistent public improvements
along both segments, including access
management, street trees, signage, and
sidewalks.
• In the redevelopment segment narrow the
lanes from 5 lanes to 3 lanes with more
intensive landscaping and uniform roadway
lighting. This roadway reconfiguration
would help screen overhead lines and more
importantly change the character of the area.
This reconfiguration will require the support
of the regional MDOT Transportation Service
Center (TSC).
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•

•

•

•

•

•

Extend street trees, lighting and sidewalks
along State Road between Turner Road and
Eskes Street.
Acquire properties along US-127 BR
when they are adjacent to other vacant or
underused properties to create redevelopment
parcels especially within the redevelopment
segment.
Establish an institutional mechanism
(Downtown Development Authority
or Corridor Improvement Authority) to
implement change and manage the
redevelopment process.
Utilize the County’s Brownfield
Redevelopment Authority to assist with the
redevelopment of environmentally distressed
and obsolete properties.
Focus redevelopment activity within the
redevelopment segment and ensure that
public improvements connect adjacent
neighborhoods.
Use the redevelopment segment along US127 BR to create a place for the South Central
Area neighborhoods.
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Blight Elimination
Code enforcement should be evenly distributed
between commercial and residential properties.
However, it is the vacant, dilapidated or
abandoned commercial properties along US-127
BR that set an image for the entire area. To see
incidences of residential blight one has to travel
through the neighborhoods, which is seldom
done by motorists using US-127 BR. Commercial
property blight consists of nonconforming signs,
vacant and ill-maintained buildings, deteriorated
parking lots, dead landscaping, dilapidated
fences, and boarded buildings. Residential
property blight is identified by uncut grass, junk
and discarded materials in the yard, dilapidated
fences, and steps, porches, windows, and roofs in
a state of disrepair.
The Michigan State Housing and Development
Authority (MSHDA) identifies four types of
residential neighborhoods. These classifications
help define the type of problems and level of
deficiencies affecting the neighborhoods.
1. Redevelopment Neighborhoods
These neighborhoods have pervasive blight,
very low property values, minimal owneroccupied housing, are socially disorganized,
and have abandoned and tax-reverted
properties.
2. Revitalization Neighborhoods
These residential neighborhoods have high
renter occupied housing (primarily single
family), show signs of disinvestment, and have
household incomes below the community
median income. The broader area has
marginal business and commercial services for
residents.
3. Tipping Point Neighborhoods
In these neighborhoods the rate of ownership
is high and increasing, there is evidence
of spot blight, revitalization is occurring
but sporadically, and there is evidence of
increasing land costs.
4. Stable Neighborhoods
These neighborhoods have a very high rate
of homeownership, stable and increasing
property values, and ongoing investment by
property owners.
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The South Central Area has three of the four
neighborhood types: revitalization neighborhoods,
tipping point neighborhoods, and stable
neighborhoods. These neighborhoods are
identified on the adjacent graphic. As discussed,
improvements to US-127 BR can have a
complementary impact on adjacent residential
neighborhoods. Improvements can be achieved
through the use of residential improvement
programs within the targeted neighborhoods.
The revitalization and tipping point neighborhoods
will require an enhanced level of attention to
halt and reverse signs of decline. Due to the
age, diversity and condition of the housing stock
within these neighborhoods, the Township will
need to apply a community development strategy
involving a balance of code enforcement and
home improvement programs.
Plan Suggestions
• Initially work with the County to utilize
MSHDA home improvement funds.
• Implementation of a Neighborhood
Preservation Program project by working
directly with MSHDA on home improvement
programs.
• Conduct an annual blight and code
enforcement program for commercial and
residential properties.
• Utilize the blighted property ordinance to
give the Township the ability to enforce and
mitigate unattended properties.
Public Facilities
Connections to city water and sewer were highly
rated by participants at the Community Vision
Session. The regional water authority has the
capacity to provide the South Central area with
water. However, property owners will need to
pay for the installation of the distribution system.
Typically, this is done through a special assessment
district unless some of the expenses are subsidized
through other funding programs.
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Quality in New Development
& Redevelopment
(Amenities and Community Character)
Residents and local elected officials recognize
that the character and image of the South
Central Area needs improvement. US-127 BR
is the primary contributor to this poor image
perception because it is the front door to the
adjacent neighborhoods. Vacant, abandoned,
and underutilized buildings, lack of sidewalks, and
poor building maintenance along US-127 BR mold
this image. The solution to improve the corridor
and adjacent neighborhoods will require a mixture
of economic development initiatives and tools and
a common vision for redevelopment.
•
•

•

•

Look at State Road and Old 27 as the focal
point for redevelopment.
Utilize the park system and connect facilities
to provide a walkable pedestrian context to
the South Central Area.
Establish an institutional mechanism
(Downtown Development Authority
or Corridor Improvement Authority) to
implement change and manage the
redevelopment process.
Establish an Overlay District to control access
management and site development.
Institute a commercial property code
enforcement program.
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Partners Needed to Achieve Key
Community Priorities
The accomplishment of key community priorities
will take a coordinated effort between the
Township officials and other outside agencies
and residents. Improvements to US-127 BR,
neighborhood revitalization, and expansion of
municipal water will require the participation of
the following partners:
Partners
Michigan Department of Transportation

US-127 BR

Neighborhood
Revitalization

Expansion of
Municipal Water

X

X

X

Michigan State Housing Development Authority

X

Rural Utilities Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture
Lansing Board of Water and Light
Legislative Program Restrictions

X

X

X

X

X

Reluctance of an agency to partner with
the Township on the implementation of key
community priorities could easily diminish the
likelihood of success. Unfortunately, townships
do not have the same access as cities and villages
to economic and community development
programs and as a result there is greater
dependency on limited funding sources to
garner success. For example, the Neighborhood
Improvement Authority (PA 61 of 2007) would
provide the financial tools to resolve many of the
neighborhood deficiencies in the South Central
Area, however, townships’ are ineligible to utilize
the legislation.
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Strategies for the Future
In order to address the priorities identified
through the assessment and those expressed by
the participating community specific changes
will need to occur within the South Central Area.
Some of these changes will necessitate how we
think about the South Central Area and others
will require the application of specific legislative
programs, procurement of funding, and adoption
of new codes and ordinances. Outlined below is
a summary of the strategies needed to effectuate
the future. These strategies will then rely on
the implementation techniques to create the
environment envisioned by residents and local
elected officials.

Reorganization (Rethinking) of Old 27
Old 27 (US 127-BR) is a remnant of the preexpressway era where these regional highways
connected adjoining communities and with
time became commercial and business districts.
Restaurants, motels, mom-and-pop businesses
lined these arterials. After the advent of
the interstate system these arterials become
distressed, businesses closed or changed hands,
blight increased and undeveloped property
remained undeveloped. Telegraph Road (M-125),
Dixie Highway, and US-12 (Detroit to Chicago) are
also examples of this phenomenon.
The condition of Old 27 dominates the status
of the South Central Area. However, it is the
neighborhoods, which should determine the
organization of the South Central Area. Using
the neighborhoods as the foundation for area
wide redevelopment Old 27 becomes the
connection between the neighborhoods and less
a regional arterial. Accepting this concept the
intersection of Old 27 and State Road becomes
the core commercial area of the South Central
Area connecting the northeast and southwest
neighborhoods serving as the gateway into the

Township from East Lansing and potentially
the airport. Reorganized in this fashion the
intersection not the corridor becomes the focal
point or hub of an informal “village” with
a defined commercial district and attached
neighborhoods.
The commercial core would accommodate
commercial and mixed-uses at a density similar
to a traditional downtown. To aid in the
redevelopment it is suggested that Old 27 be
reduced from 5 lanes to 3 lanes within the core
commercial area. Likewise, State Road would
be improved through the neighborhoods.
Portions of Old 27 north and south of the
core commercial area would remain five lanes
to serve as a transition zone from the City of
Lansing and southbound traffic from I-69 and to
accommodate the larger commercial uses.
Because redevelopment of this scale takes a
concerted and sustained effort the use of either
a Corridor Improvement Authority or Downtown
Development Authority is recommended. These
authorities are comprised of a board of directors
appointed by the governing body and are charged
with preparing a development plan for the
district and implementing the projects identified.
Funding normally comes from tax increment
financing derived from the incremental increase in
the taxable value over the base year in which the
authority was established. Like many authorities
it will take several years for the incremental
revenues to amass enough funds to begin the
redevelopment process.
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The enhancement and redevelopment of the
US 127 BR (Old 27) Corridor will be a long and
complex process. It will require commitments
and participation by both the public and private
sectors. A commitment on the part of DeWitt
Charter Township to work toward implementation
of public improvements and to provide overall
coordination of a redevelopment authority is
essential to redevelopment of the South Central
Area. Some of these ancillary activities should
include:
Enhancement Elements
An assessment of existing conditions must
be performed that summarizes the presence
and function of all corridor elements at each
intersection and includes: landscaping, circulation
and parking, lighting, signage, and intersection
identity. Collectively and singularly these
elements project an image of the vitality of
the corridor. Therefore, the appearance and
placement of each element should be utilized in
a fashion that defines a rational, structured and
uniform purpose for the entire US 127 BR (Old 27)
corridor.
Provide Structural Parking Lot Screening
Parking lots are a source of visual clutter, and
they are consistent along the US 127 BR (Old
27) corridor. But parking lots are also of primary
importance to the function of the businesses
along the corridor and must be located
conveniently for accessibility purposes for both
owners and customers. In areas where sufficient
dimensions exist, this can be easily accomplished
with berming and landscaping. In areas where
site constraints require parking to be located
adjacent to the right-of-way, structural means
such as masonry walls or planters should be
considered and utilized. Typical heights for these
decorative, masonry walls range from 36” to 42”.
Provide Neighborhood Screening
Where corridor commercial uses are directly
adjacent to a residential area, screening is usually
recommended. Under normal conditions, the
smaller a particular commercial property, the
greater the need for screening since the site tends
to be more completely covered with buildings,
parking, and service. Masonry walls or poured
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concrete walls with a form-liner textured finish
are recommended for durability and ease of
maintenance. Typical wall heights are 6’ to 8’.
On larger commercial sites screening may be
accomplished with evergreen plantings.
Site Signage Consolidation
When considering the consolidation of parking as
an effort to combine several individual businesses
into a “district” and to improve access overall,
signage cannot be left out of the equation. By
consolidating signage, it helps to identity and
collectively market the businesses within the
“district”. A single sign headlining the name
of the “district”, followed by a listing of the
individual businesses within the “district” is
incorporated onto the rest of the sign.
Landscaping
To establish character, identity and the desired
high quality of the US 127 BR (Old 27) corridor,
the selection of the right-of-way landscaping
within the corridor should be a primary
determining consideration. This feature will not
only set, but will serve as the image of the South
Central Area of DeWitt Charter Township. By
including street trees and right-of-way plantings,
areas of landscaping can be combined to
present the desired image. Guidelines should be
established to encourage landscape enhancement
of properties fronting the corridor, including
planting/berming/walling to screen parking areas,
yard plantings, and an emphasis on the continued
maintenance of all landscape features.
Corridor Pedestrian Improvements
Continuous and safe pedestrian pathways,
crossings and gathering areas should be provided
throughout the corridor. Few of the properties
have sidewalks, least yet continual sidewalks,
and several areas along the corridor are therefore
lacking any type of pedestrian pathways.
Connections between commercial uses and
adjacent neighborhoods are important to the
vitality of the business area.
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Corridor Lighting
When light fixtures do not match or are
haphazardly located, they tend to contribute to
a sense of clutter within the corridor. Corridor
lighting is a major visual site element that has
a significant potential to establish a sense of
design continuity, and an overall sense of place
and community for the South Central Area,
throughout the corridor. Not only are the types,
levels, and character of lighting important to
establishing a night-time identity, but the mass
and physical presence of the light pole and fixture
as a repetitive element in the corridor view plan
provides an immediately recognizable feature,
further cementing the uniqueness of the South
Central Area of DeWitt Charter Township. A
thoughtfully coordinated family of light fixtures
for the roadway, parking areas and pedestrian
areas has the potential to provide a unique
identification for the US 127 BR (Old 27) corridor.
Corridor Signage and Graphics
Public signage includes many different forms of
identification for an area, among them directional
and regulatory, both of whose information
should be standardized on sign panels that
share common design elements. Signage, much
like lighting, is an element that can provide
design continuity throughout the corridor and
help with the sense of place and uniqueness
of the area. Graphics such as banners, flags,
and pennants provide a repetitive identifying
component and a sense of playfulness through
the use of colors, shapes, textures, motion, etc.
In addition, graphics can serve a useful purpose
in dissemination of information such as special
events, seasonal promotions, commercial district
identification, and address information, among
others.
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Consolidate Curb Cuts
As a basic goal and an integral part of
implementing an Access Management Plan, the
frequency of curb cuts along US 127 BR (Old 27)
should be reduced. This will eliminate congestion,
reduce accident potential, and in general, improve
the overall flow of traffic. Reducing current curb
cuts by considering and constructing parallel
connecting drives linking several parking areas
with a single access to US 127 BR (Old 27) will
increase the amount of available open space
within the corridor right-of-way providing for
additional landscaping opportunities, increasing
the roadway capacity and reducing rear-end
collisions.
Develop Collective Parking
Consolidating several smaller parking areas into
a single lot serving all businesses in an area
will result in improved parking efficiency. In
addition to providing increased parking spaces,
consolidation usually allows removal of several
curb cuts and provides increased opportunities
for interior landscaping, boundary planting, and
almost always results in improved vehicular flow
within the area, not to mention enhancement of
the aesthetics of the area.

G

Corridor Overlay Zoning Districts – Zoning
Changes
There are varied uses in the district, both in land
use, zoning, and future land use. Provisions
need to be made within the Zoning Ordinance
to allowing mixed uses on the same parcels
with the core commercial area. An example of
this would be residential above retail, with retail
the primary use on the ground floor. Setback
issues will be addressed as part of the access
management plan. Overlay districts are zoning
districts in which additional regulatory standards
are superimposed over existing zoning providing
special restrictions in addition to those required
by the underlying zoning. An overlay zone is
mapped and site specific. In an area where an
overlay zone is established, a piece of property is
placed simultaneously in the two zones and the
land may only be developed when the conditions
of both zones are met. The major advantage
of overlay zoning is that it adds flexibility to
traditional zoning.

Traffic Signalization
Mast arms can be utilized to replace current traffic
signal poles. The use of a mast arm eliminates
the need for the overhead wires to support the
signals, which helps reduce the visual clutter of
the intersection. Crosswalk signals can also be
mounted to mast arms.
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Streetscape/ Public Right-of-Way

Infrastructure

The plan suggests the use of three types of
streetscape treatments. The streetscape is defined
as that portion of the public right-of-way width
between the curb and the property line. The
right-of-way width varies from 100 feet between
Sheridan and Boichot Road, 160 feet between
Boichot Road and 800 feet north of Northcrest
and then expands to 285 feet through Stoll Road.

The plan is recommending the extension of public
water and sewer into the residential neighborhoods.
Recognizing that this infrastructure will be costly
the use of authority funding, state and federal
grant and loan programs, and private contributions
is suggested. The type of authority selected for
the corridor (Corridor Improvement Authority or
Downtown Development Authority) should be
predicated on which authority can assist with funding
this infrastructure expansion. Although the Township
is not eligible to use the Neighborhood Improvement
Authority (PA 61 of 2007) it is recommended
that Township seek legislative relief by seeking an
amendment to allow for its use in the South Central
Area. The Act allows the use of tax increment
revenue financing to be use for water and sewer
construction.

Type A – Core Commercial Area
This streetscape is located in the core commercial
area and consists of roadway style light poles and
banners, street trees, and sidewalks.
Type B – Corridor Segments
This streetscape extends along the corridor
segments north and south of the core commercial
area. Streetscape elements include the same style
of roadway light in Type A but only slightly taller,
street trees and sidewalks.
Type C – State Road
Located along State Road, this streetscape include
pedestrian level lights, street trees and sidewalks.
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Summary Initiative Table
Land Use

Streetscape Type Access Infrastructure Neighborhoods

Mixed Use Suburban A

B

C

Water

Sewer Grants

Code

Walkability
Paths Sidewalks

Old 27 (US-127 BR)
Core Area
Transition Area




















Residential Neighborhoods
Neighborhood A
Neighborhood B



Neighborhood Revitalization
Overall the housing quality in the residential
neighborhoods is fair to good with some pockets
of poorly rated homes. Along the corridor
current or former residential properties are in poor
condition and several are vacant and in need of
demolition. The plan suggests the use of home
improvement grants and loans in Neighborhood
Type A in conjunction with blight enforcement.
MSHDA HOME and Neighborhood
Preservation Programs
The plan recommends that the Township utilize
Michigan State Housing Development Authority
(MSHDA) funding funneled through Clinton
County to provide grant and loans to qualifying
property owners. Property owners must meet
certain income level requirements established at
the county level. It is suggested that the Township
encourage the renovation of 6 to 10 housing
units annually for period of 2 to 3 years in order
to build administrative and technical capacity
sufficient to manage their own program. Further,
after the start-up period we would suggest
applying for Neighborhood Preservation Programs
to assist with the installation of water and sewer
service.
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Expanded Property Maintenance Program
The Township should look at deploying resources
for a Code Enforcement officer as well as
adopting the International Property Maintenance
Code (IPMC). These would apply both to
residential and commercial areas within the
South Central Area. The International Property
Maintenance Code governs the maintenance
of existing buildings and contains clear, specific
property maintenance requirements. The
International Property Maintenance Code is
founded on principles intended to establish
provisions consistent with the scope of a property
maintenance code that adequately protects public
health, safety and welfare, does not unnecessarily
increase construction costs and does not give
preferential treatment to particular types or
classes of materials, products or methods of
construction.

Walkability
The ability to walk within the South Central
Area was identified throughout the community
visioning process by residents. In response,
the plan suggests the installation of sidewalks
throughout the South Central Area including the
Old 27 corridor and within the neighborhoods. In
addition, the plan suggests an area wide shared
pathway system extending along Turner Road,
Stoll Road, Wood, State Road and connecting
with pathways in Granger Memorial Park.

South Central Area Plan

G

Safe Routes to School
A program which mirrors’ the Township’s desire
for greater walkability and an increased bicycle
network is the Safe Routes to School program,
administered through the Michigan Department
of Transportation (MDOT). The program provides
participating communities with training, logistical,
administrative and technical support from the
Governor’s Council on Physical Fitness, Health and
Sports. A state coalition and steering committee
provides leadership for all aspects of the program.
It is recommended, as part of the Township’s
vision for a walkable community, that the
Township and the public school districts convene a
multi-agency committee to begin a Safe Routes to
School program .

Major Legislative Programs
The adjacent title highlights the various major
legislative programs that could be utilized to
achieve the priorities and initiatives outlined
in the report. Each of the legislative programs
was assessed to determine complexity for
administration, the capacity of the Township
administrative staff to implement the programs
in addition to their current responsibilities, level
of sustainable funding and overall effectiveness.
The assessment resulted in a utilization rating of
“High,” “Medium,” or “Low.”

The Township is currently using the Industrial
Facilities Property Tax Abatement program and the
plan recommends continuation of the program
and use of the Commercial Rehabilitation Tax
Abatement program, which is similar in structure.
Although the use of a Corridor Improvement
Authority has been discussed the plan suggests
evaluation of a Downtown Development
Authority because of its ability to extend into the
adjacent residential neighborhoods. This will help
facilitate improvements along State Road and the
extension of water and sewer into the residential
neighborhoods. As previously discussed, the plan
suggests that the Township pursue a legislative
amendment to the Neighborhood Improvement
Authority. This Act is tailored made for the
neighborhoods in the South Central Area.
The Township should consult with their State
Representative and State Senator for a specific
amendment to Public Act 61 of 2007.

Those programs rated “High” included
Brownfield Tax Credits, Commercial Rehabilitation
Tax Abatement, Industrial Facilities Property
Tax Abatement, Brownfield Authorities, and
Downtown Development Authority. The
Brownfield programs will be administered through
the Clinton County Brownfield Authority and
will periodically require the Township to approve
brownfield plans for selected projects.
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South Central Area

MAJOR LEGISLATIVE PROGRAMS
Program

Description

Capacity

Utilization

Brownfield
Tax Credits
PA 382 of 1996

An incentive-based tax credit program to
foster redevelopment of contaminated
industrial and commercial sites. Single
Business Tax (SBT) credits are available up to
10% of qualified expenses.

Utilized in conjunction with
County-wide Brownfield
Authority.

High

Commercial
Rehabilitation
Tax Abatement
PA 210 of 2005

The Commercial rehabilitation Act offers
owners of certain rehabilitated commercial
facilities in designated districts property tax
abatement for a period of 1 to 10 years as
determined by the local unit of government.

Township program.
Requires promotion and
oversight. Some units
of government utilize a
point system tied to local
objectives to determine
years of abatement.

High

Industrial Facilities
Property Tax
Abatement
PA 198 of 1974

Locally-initiated property tax abatement
program for industrial and high-technology
developments, expansions or rehabilitation
efforts. Abatements can extend for up to
12 years as determined by the local unit of
government.

Township program currently
in use. Recommend
continuation of program
implementation.

High

Brownfield
Authorities
PA 381 of 1996

Available through Clinton County.

Administered through
County.

High

Downtown
Development
Authority
PA 197 of 1975

Downtown Development Authority (DDA)
legislation allows local units of government
to establish an authority in designated
“downtown” areas. Established DDAs can
raise revenue for physical improvements,
property acquisition, marketing, and
operations by the use of tax increment
financing, revenue bonds, tax levy (subject
to municipal population requirements), fee
collection, and grants. All DDA expenditures
must be used for the DDA only.

Township program. Distress
commercial properties along
US-127 BR can qualify
Township. May consider
expanding district to include
some neighborhoods to
leverage infrastructure
funds.

High

Corridor
Improvement
Authority
PA 280 of 2005

Municipalities may establish 1 or more
Corridor Improvement Authorities that use
tax increment financing to make capital
improvements within an established
commercial district. The Corridor Improvement
Authorities Act allows communities that
already have Downtown Development
Authorities to extend similar benefits to aging
commercial corridors that may be outside of
the DDA district or that extend through more
than one municipality.

Township program.
Beneficial for US-127 BR but
the lack of water and sewer
may impede utilization.

Medium
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Neighborhood
Enterprise Zone
PA 147 of 1992

A locally initiated zone program that provides
tax incentives for housing development
and improvement. Qualified local units of
government may designate 1 or more areas
as NEZ for the purpose of extending property
tax abatement for residential construction and
rehabilitation.

Complex and requires local
community and economic
development capacity.
Potential linkage with the
City of Lansing.

Low

Obsolete Property
Rehabilitation
Tax Abatement
PA 146 of 2000

A tax abatement program targeted specifically
at the rehabilitation and reuse of obsolete
structures. Qualified structures in approved
Obsolete Property Rehabilitation Districts can
receive significant property tax breaks on the
improved value of the rehabilitated property.

Complex and requires local
community and economic
development capacity.
Potential linkage with the
City of Lansing.

Low

Land Reclamation
and Improvements
Authorities
PA 173 of 1992

This act allows public or private interests to
reclaim blighted areas within townships,
including land previously used for mining,
commercial, or industrial purposes, and to
convert that property to useful recreational,
residential, or commercial purposes.

Complex and requires local
community and economic
development capacity.
Potential linkage with the
City of Lansing.

Low
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Strategic Program / Implementation
The Implementation Strategy is a concise
schedule of actions and activities sequenced to
begin the redevelopment and revitalization of
the South Central Area. The schedule is divided
into three parts: US-127 BR (Old 27), Residential
Neighborhoods, and Local Government Strategies.
Under each part is a list of actions with a
description of the activity, identification of the
responsible party, and the activity timeframe.
Many of the programs recommended, such as the
Michigan State Housing Development Authority’s
Neighborhood Preservation Program, are
discussed further in an Implementation Program
Summary sheet. These program summaries
explain in more detail the purpose of the
program, eligibility and benefits, program focus,
and procedure to establish or procure funding.
The Implementation Strategy was developed using
the following criteria:
1. Assessment of existing federal and state
programs and legislation and their application to
address identified problems.
2. Eligibility for the Township to utilize the
programs.
3. Capacity to implement without adding
significant administrative costs to the Township
budget.
4. Sustainable funding for capital improvements
and infrastructure.
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Downtown Development Authorities (DDA)
Downtown District

Introduction

The Downtown District is that part of
an area in a business district that is
specifically designated by ordinance of
the governing body of the municipality
pursuant to the Act.

1975 PA 197; 2004 PA 158, 2004 PA 521, 2005 PA 115, 2006 PA 279,
M.C.L. 125.1651 et seq.

A downtown district may include
one or more separate and distinct
geographic areas in a business district
as determined by the municipality if the
municipality enters into an agreement
with a qualified township under section
3(7), or if the municipality is a city that
surrounds another city and that other
city lies between the two separate
and distinct geographic areas. If the
downtown district contains more than
one separate and distinct geographic area
in the downtown district, the separate
and distinct geographic areas shall be
considered one downtown district.

Eligibility & Benefits
Any city, village, or township may
establish an area within a downtown
business district as a Downtown
Development Authority (DDA). Under
special conditions, a DDA boundary may
contain one or more separate and distinct
geographic areas within a business
district.
A municipality that has created an
authority may enter into an agreement
with an adjoining municipality that has
created an authority to jointly operate
and administer those authorities by
means of an interlocal agreement
pursuant to the Urban Cooperation Act
of 1967.
A municipality that has created an
authority may also operate its authority in
an adjoining “qualified township,” also
pursuant to the Urban Cooperation Act.
For business districts that are part of an
annexation or consolidation with another
municipality, the districts’ authorities shall
act as the authority of the annexed or
consolidated municipality.

Downtown Development Authority (DDA) legislation allows local units
of government to establish (by ordinance) an authority in designated
“downtown” districts. The primary reasons for establishing an authority are
to:
•

Halt property value deterioration and to eliminate the causes of the
deterioration.

•

Increase property tax valuation.

•

Promote economic growth.

•

Encourage historic preservation.

•

Authorize the acquisition and disposal of interests in real and personal
property.

•

Authorize the creation and implementation of development plans in the
districts.

•

Create a board and to prescribe its powers and duties.

•

Authorize the levy and collection of taxes.

•

Authorize the issuance of bonds and other evidences of indebtedness.

•

Authorize the use of tax increment financing.

•

Reimburse DDAs for certain losses of tax increment revenues.

The authority shall be under the supervision and control of a board
consisting of the chief executive officer of the municipality and not less than
8, or more than 12, members as determined by the governing body of the
municipality. Established DDA’s can raise revenue for physical improvements,
property acquisition, marketing, and operations.

Sources of Funding

Tax Increment Financing
Allows local units of government to capture (from other taxing
governmental units) the increase in property tax levies above and beyond
the year in which the authority was established.
• Revenue Bonds
• Tax Levy
DDAs in municipalities with one million or more in population are
authorized to levy a tax of up to 1 mill on DDA businesses and DDAs in
municipalities with populations under one million may levy a tax of up to
2 mills.
• Fee Collection
• Grants
All DDA expenditures must be used for the DDA only.
•
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Corridor Improvement Authorities (CIA)
Purpose
Municipalities may establish one or
more Corridor Improvement Authorities
that use tax increment financing (TIF)
to make capital improvements within
an established commercial district. The
Corridor Improvement Authorities Act
allows communities that already have
Downtown Development Authorities
(DDA) to extend similar benefits to
aging commercial corridors that may be
outside of the DDA district or that extend
through more than one municipality.

Eligibility and Benefits

Process to Establish or Secure Funding
Role of the municipality (city, village or township)
•

•
•
•
•
•

Cities, villages and townships may use
tax increment financing (TIF), bonds,
special assessments and fees to improve
land and construct, rehabilitate, preserve,
equip, or maintain buildings within a
“development area” for public or private
use.

Primary Focus
The Corridor Improvement Authority
addresses the correction and prevention
of deterioration in business districts,
the promotion of economic growth
in the districts established under
the act, and the encouragement of
historic preservation. It also authorizes
the creation and implementation of
development areas and development
plans, and acts to improve areas
that serve as outlying “gateways” to
communities.
Because of the complexity of this act, the
act itself should be consulted for specific
details concerning each step.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Adopt a Resolution Declaring Intent. The municipality’s legislative
body must adopt a resolution declaring its intent to establish the CIA,
describing the proposed CIA development designation, and making
statutory findings regarding the eligibility of the proposed area for
designation as a CIA development area.
Set a public hearing as well as publish, post and mail notices of the
public hearing.
Adopt Ordinance.
File and Publish Ordinance.
Appoint Members to the Authority Board.
The governing body of the municipality may alter or amend the
boundaries of the development area. The development area must
comply with all of the following:
1. The area must be adjacent to, or within 500 feet of, a road classified
as an arterial or collector according to the Federal Highway
Administration manual, “Highway Functional Classification Concepts, Criteria and Procedures.”
2. The area must contain at least 10 contiguous parcels or at least 5
contiguous acres.
3. More than half of the existing ground floor square footage in the
development area is classified as commercial real property under
section 34c of the General Property Tax Act (M.C.L. 211.34c).
4. Residential use, commercial use or industrial use has been allowed
and conducted under the zoning ordinance or conducted in the entire
development area for the preceding 30 years.
5. The area is presently served by municipal water and sewer.
6. The area is zoned to allow for mixed use that includes high-density
residential use.
7. The municipality agrees to a.) expedite the local permitting and
inspection process in the development area, and b.) modify its master
plan to provide for walkable nonmotorized interconnections, including
sidewalks and streetscapes throughout the development area.
Make Determination of Necessity and Prepare TIF Plan.
Prepare a Development Plan.
Publish, Post and Mail Notices of Public Hearing.
Meet With Taxing Jurisdictions.
Hold Public Hearing.
Opt-Out Period.
Adopt Ordinance.

Two adjoining municipalities with authorities may enter into an interlocal
agreement pursuant to the Urban Cooperation Act of 1967 to jointly
operate and administer these authorities.
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Neighborhood Improvement Authorities
Introduction

Purpose

Communities are now eligible to
create neighborhood improvement
authorities through enactment of the
Neighborhood Improvement Authority
Act (PA 61 of 2007, MCL 125-2911125-2932).

Specifically, this Act allows for Tax Increment Financing to be used for
residential and economic growth in residential districts in cities and villages.
Local units can now use taxes arising from increased property values
through TIF to pay for improvements to the residential neighborhood.
This Act is the first usage of TIF for residential neighborhoods. Because
this Act’s provisions are similar to the Historic Neighborhood Tax Increment
Finance Authority Act (PA 530 of 2004) which applies to historic districts,
a residential district or development area created by the Neighborhood
Improvement Authority Act could not include an area already covered by a
historic neighborhood authority.

The act is the latest incarnation
of using tax increment financing
(TIF) to promote economic
development. It is designed to be
a tool that communities can use
to assist economic development
and redevelopment in residential
neighborhoods. It allows
communities to combine tax dollars
from a variety of sources (unless
they opt-out) to leverage economic
development dollars.
A city’s governing body could
declare its intention to create and
provide for the operation of a
neighborhood improvement authority
if it determined that doing so was
necessary for the public’s best
interests. Such interests are enacted
to halt property value deterioration
and increase property tax valuation
where possible in a residential
district, eliminate the causes of that
deterioration, and promote residential
growth and economic growth.
A city could establish multiple
authorities, but a parcel of property
could not be included in more than
one authority.

Primary Focus
Residential neighborhood improvements include housing, streets,
pedestrian malls, and many other public facilities.
These improvements could be financed initially through bonding, which
would be repaid from the enhanced property tax revenue stream.

Public Facility means:
• housing
• street
• plaza
• pedestrian malls, and any
improvements to them

• waterway
• bridge
• lake
• pond
• canal

• park

• utility line or pipe

• parking facility

• buildings

• recreational facility

• access routes designed and
dedicated to public use or used
by a public agency

• right of way
• structure

Residential Districts are defined as portions of the community where
75% or more of the area is zoned for residential housing.
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Neighborhood Authority

Provisions of the

•

Preparing an analysis of economic
changes taking place in the development
area.

•

•

Studying and analyzing the impact
of metropolitan growth upon the
development area.

Authorizes a city or village to create one or more neighborhood
improvement authorities by ordinance after providing notice and
holding a public hearing. The local unit would also designate
the development area boundaries by ordinance.

•

Provides for the supervision and control of an authority by a
board that includes the city or village chief executive officer and
five to nine members appointed by the chief executive, subject
to the approval of the local governing body. (The local governing
body would decide the size of the authority board.) A majority
of the board must be individuals with an ownership or business
interest in property in the development area. One member must
reside in the development area or within one-half mile of the
development area.

•

Allows a board to hire a director and other personnel to serve as
chief executive officer of the authority, subject to the approval of
the city or village governing body.

•

Allows an authority to prepare and submit to the city or village
governing body a tax increment financing plan, which must
include a development plan for the Authority's development
area. TIF plans a development plans would be subject to public
hearings and affected local taxing jurisdictions must be notified.

•

Protects separate millages for public libraries against capture by
a TIF at the request of the local library board.

•

Provides for the financing of authority activities, including
borrowing money and issuing bonds. The authority could issue
negotiable revenue bonds, under the Revenue Bond Act and
could, with local unit approval, issue revenue bonds or notes
to finance all or part of the costs of acquiring or constructing
property. The local unit would not be liable on such debt.

Board Powers Include:

•

•

•

Planning and proposing the construction,
renovation, repair, remodeling,
rehabilitation, restoration, preservation,
or reconstruction of a public facility, an
existing building, or a multiple-family
dwelling unit for a plan that the board
believes will aid in the development area's
residential and economic growth.
Developing long-range plans, in
cooperation with the local unit's planning
agency, designed to promote residential
growth in a residential district; to promote
economic growth in the development
area; and take steps to persuade property
owners to implement the plans to the
fullest extent possible.
Implementing in the development area
any plan, including low-income housing,
necessary to achieve the purposes of the
proposed act.

Neighborhood Improvement Authority Act

•

Making and entering into contracts to
exercise its powers and the performance
of its duties.

•

Acquiring, owning, conveying, or
otherwise disposing of, or leasing land
and other real or personal property
necessary to achieve the purposes of the
Act, and granting or acquiring licenses,
easements, and options.

•

Allows an authority to authorize, issue, and sell bonds to
finance a TIF plan's development program. A city or village
could make a limited tax pledge to support the Authority's TIF
bonds or notes with governing body approval but would need
voter approval to pledge its unlimited tax full faith and credit for
authority bonds or notes.

•

The ability to fix, charge, and collect
fees, rents, and charges for the use
of any facility, building, or property it
controls and pledge the collections for the
payment of revenue bonds issued by the
Authority.

•

Requires a city or village to dissolve an Authority after it has
completed its purpose, and provide that the Authority's property
and assets remaining after the satisfaction of its obligations
would belong to the local unit.

•

Restricts the duration of a neighborhood Tax Increment
Financing Authority to 30 years. However, the governing
body of a local unit authorizing it could extend its duration by
resolution, if the purposes for which the authority was created
still exist.

•

Accepting from public and private
sources, grants and donations of property,
labor, or other things of value.

•

Acquiring and constructing public
facilities.
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Definitions of Blighted, Functionally Obsolete Facility
Introduction

These include the Eligible Properties for Obsolete Property Rehabilitation Act and the Brownfield Redevelopment Financing
Act.
A property must meet the Brownfield Redevelopment Financing Act’s (1996 PA 381; M.C.L. 125.2651) definition of
“functional obsolescence” or “blighted,” or the property must be a contaminated “facility” as defined in the Michigan
Natural Resources and Environmental Protection Act of 1994 (PA 451 of 1994; M.C.I. 324.20101)

Definitions
Functionally Obsolete

“Functionally Obsolete” is defined
as property that is unable to be used
to adequately perform the function
for which it was intended due to a
substantial loss in value. Resulting
factors include overcapacity, changes
in technology, deficiencies or
superadequacies in design, or other
similar factors that affect the property
itself or the property’s relationship with
other surrounding property.

Facility

“Facility” means any area, place, or
property where a hazardous substance
has been released, deposited,
disposed of, or otherwise comes to
be located. These must be in excess
of the concentrations that satisfy the
requirements of the Michigan Natural
Resources and Environmental Protection
Act section 20120a(1)(a) or (17), or
the cleanup criteria for unrestricted
residential use under part 213.
Facility does not include any area, place,
or property where response activities
have been completed which satisfy
the cleanup criteria for the residential
category provided for in section
2012a(1)(a) and (17), or which corrective
action has been completed under part
213 which satisfies the cleanup criteria
for unrestricted residential use.

Blighted
1. Has been declared a public nuisance in accordance with a local housing,
building, plumbing, fire, or other related code or ordinance.
2. Is an attractive nuisance to children because of physical condition, use, or
occupancy.
3. Is a fire hazard or is otherwise dangerous to the safety of persons or
property.
4. Has had the utilities, plumbing, heating, or sewerage permanently
disconnected, destroyed, removed, or rendered ineffective so that the
property is unfit for its intended use.
5. Is tax reverted property owned by a qualified local governmental unit,
by a county, or by this state. The sale, lease, or transfer of tax reverted
property by a qualified local government unit, county, or this state after
the property’s inclusion in a brownfield plan shall not result in the loss to
the property of the status as a blighted property for purposes of this act.
6. Is property owned or under the control of a land bank fast track authority
under the land bank fast track act, whether or not located within a
qualified local governmental unit. Property included within a Brownfield
plan prior to the date it meets the requirements of this subdivision to
be eligible property shall be considered eligible property as of the date
the property is determined to have been or becomes qualified as, or is
combined with, other eligible property. The sale, lease, or transfer of the
property by a land bank fast track authority after the property’s inclusion
in a Brownfield plan shall not result in the loss to the property of the
status of a blighted property for the purpose of this act.
7. As of December 27, 2007 the Governor signed a package of four
bipartisan bills that amended Act 381 of 1996 (Public Acts 201-204 of
2007). The bills included various changes to Act 381, adding this criterion
to the definition of “blighted.” A property can now be considered
”blighted” if it has substantial subsurface demolition debris buried on site
so that the property is unfit for its intended use.
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MSHDA Definition of Eligible Distressed Areas
Definition
The State Housing Development Authority Act (1966 PA 346) defines an
Eligible Distressed Area as any of the following:
1. An area located in a city with a population of at least 10,000, either
designated as a “blighted area” by a local legistative body pursuant to
Public Act No. 344 of 1945, MCL 125.71 to 125.84, or determined by
the authority to be blighted or largely vacant by reason of clearance of
blight, if, with respect to the area, the authority determines all of the
following:
A. That private enterprise has failed to provide a supply of adequate,
safe, and sanitary dwellings sufficient to meet market demand.
B. That approval of elimination of income limits applicable in
connection with authority loans has been received from the city in
the form of,
i. either a resolution adopted by the highest legislative body in the
city;
ii. or, if the city charter provides for the mayor to be elected at large
with that office specifically designated on the ballot—provided
that the office of the mayor is a full-time position, and provided
that the mayor has the power to veto legislative actions of the
legislative body of that city—a written communication from the
mayor of that city.
2. A municipality (city, village, or township) that meets all of the following
requirements:
A. The municipality shows a negative population change from 1970 to
the date of the most recent federal decennial census.
B. The municipality shows an overall increase in the state-equalized
value of real and personal property of less than the statewide
average increase since 1972.
C. The municipality has a poverty rate, as defined by the most recent
federal decennial census, greater than the statewide average.
D. The municipality has had an unemployment rate higher than the
statewide average unemployment rate for 3 of the preceeding 5
years.
3.

An area located in a local unit of government certified by the Michigan
Enterprise Zone Authority as meeting the criteria prescribed in section
2(d) of the Neighborhood Zone Act (1992 P.A. 147)
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Homeowner Assistance
Introduction

Purpose

The Michigan State Housing
Development Authority (MSHDA),
Office of Community Development
(OCD), helps nonprofit organizations
and local units of government
implement local initiatives to improve
Michigan’s affordable housing stock,
promote self-sufficiency among
persons at risk of homelessness,
and to enhance the quality of life in
communities throughout the state.

The purpose of the Housing Resource Fund (HRF) is to support projects
designed to change the housing market of existing neighborhoods to
make them more livable for current residents and more attractive to new
residents, and/or to provide affordable housing for low and moderate
income households, ideally both at the same time.

The Homeowner Assistance
Component generally requires that
properties rehabilitated will meet
both HUD Section 8 Housing Quality
Standards (HQS) and the minimun
standards in any applicable local
code. OCD does permit grantees to
set aside up to 15% of the project
funding in an HRF grant to address
emergency repair for housing units,
even if the balance of the unit does
not meet HQS after completion

2. Programs promoting housing development, acquisition and
rehabilitation, or new construction of affordable units for resale. A most
successful housing development program includes revitalization projects
in under served target areas and/or plans to increase affordable housing
stock in the community.

Homeowner rehabilitation assistance
is widely available through county
governments receiving grants
from the CDGB Housing Program.
OCD does not plan to approve
HRF requests which duplicate
existing programs. Non profits
and non-county local governments
should contact their county and/or
city government to assure nonduplication prior to submitting an HRF
application.
Homeowner Assistance grantees are
accountable to assure broad outreach
to all eligible households. MSHDA
and HUD impose strict guidelines
to protect the credibility of local
programs by assuring there is no
appearance of conflict-of-interest in
obtaining acess to program benefits.

The OCD makes HRF awards to local units of government to implement
programs that promote homeownership for low-income families. Home
buyer programs generally fall into two categories:
1. Programs such as down payment and moderate rehabilitation assistance
to help low-income home buyers purchase affordable housing units.

Funding Mechanisms
MSHDA provides assistance through the Housing Resource Fund and the
County Allocation Program.

Housing Resource Fund (HRF)
The HRF is a collective of resources from HUD-HOME Investment Partnership
(HOME) and Community Development Block Grant (CDGB) funds and
MSHDA.
Homeowner Assistance may be used to improve the principal residence of
low-income homeowners. The HRF does not fund “grants” for homeowner
rehabilitation. In general, repayment for assistance other than emergency
repair is required upon sale or transfer of the property to a new owner or if
the property is no longer occupied by the borrower. Repayment is ensured
through a lien on the property.
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Eligibility

Property Standards

Eligible Applicants

Housing Quality

•
•

•

Non CDGB- entitled units of local government.
Nonprofits.

Eligible Households
•

Targeted to households with incomes at or below 80% of Area Median
Income (AMI).

Eligible Properties
•

Single family, condominium, mobile and manufactured homes on fee
simple lots.

Property Value/Cost Limits
•

•

For HOME-assisted projects, after rehab or construction the property
value must not exceed HUD Single Family Value (FHA 203(b) limits.

•

Loan Terms
•

•

County Allocation Program
The OCD allocates Community Development Block Grant (CDGB) funding
to county governments through the County Allocation Program. Most
county governments use these funds to implement countywide homeowner
rehabilitatiion programs. Counties make deferred loans available to
low-income homeowners with an income at or below 80% of the area
median. Nonprofit organizations or small communities may be eligible
for homeowner rehabilitation funds as part of an approved Neighborhood
Preservation Program application.

Contacts
MSHDA Office of Community Development
735 East Michigan Avenue
P.O. Box 30044
Lansing, MI 30044
Phone: 517-373-1974
Fax: 517-241-6672

Must meet local codes, ordinances
and standards.
If there are no local standards,
must meet either the International
Building Code or Section 8
Housing .Quality Standards (HQS)
Grantee must have written rehab
(standard).

•
•

•

No lien is required if total
assistance does not exceed
$2,500.
Homeowners >50% of AMI must
finance a portion of the costs
with non-HRF funds or amortize a
portion of the loan. A portion of
repayment increases with higher
income. (May vary in NPP).
County Allocation grantees may
choose to offer forgivable loans.
OCD will allow grantees to place
a five-year forgivable lien on any
OCD assisted project of $5,000
or less where dollar for dollar
leveraging has been obtained.
Due on sale or transfer, or if no
longer occupied by borrower.
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Neighborhood Preservation Program (NPP)
Introduction

Purpose

The Michigan State Housing
Development Authority’s (MSHDA)
Neighborhood Preservation Program
(NPP) is a targeted strategy available
throughout the state to communities
and non-profits that are working
to strengthen their neighborhoods
and improve the quality of life for
residents.

MSHDA’s Office of Community Development (OCD) uses an outcome
framework for investing in Michigan communities and the organizations
that serve them. Under the Neighborhood Preservation Program, the
OCD invests in creating healthy neighborhoods. A healthy neighborhood
is a place where it makes economic sense for people to invest their time,
money and energy, and where residents are actively engaged in managing
their neighborhood.

Communities and non-profits may
apply to designate a neighborhood of
local strategic importance by showing
how NPP funding will achieve
results that address the housing and
infrastructure needs of the target
area.

A successfully planned and implemented NPP will result in positive changes
for the neighborhood and its residents. These changes are the desired
outcomes. For NPPs, the desired outcomes go much deeper than the
creation of affordable housing units. It is expected that the neighborhood
will experience positive changes in image, marketability, physical condition/
appearance, and manageability.

Funding
Funding is based on addressing the following program elements:

Image
•
•

Neighbors will have confidence in the future of the neighborhood.
The neighborhood will be a "neighborhood of choice" - people with
options will choose to live there.

Market
•
•

•

It will make economic sense for people to invest their time, money and
energy there.
The neighborhood will be competitive with other healthy
neighborhoods - it will attract the resources of neighbors, buyers,
developers, etc. that will keep it healthy.
The neighborhood will offer housing options for, and be attractive to, a
variety of income groups.

Physical Conditions
•
•

The physical conditions of homes and businesses will suggest that
peopel are proud of their neighborhood.
The physical conditions of parks, streets and other public infrastructure
will meet the standards of other healthy neighborhoods.

Neighborhood Management
•
•

When problems arise, neighbors will confidently address them in a way
that protects the neighborhood and furthers its health.
The neighbors will feel comfortable being "neighborly" - looking out
for each other, getting together to work on problems, taking action to
reinforce positive standards and actions.
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Eligible Applicants

Eligible Neighborhoods

A local unit of government (community), non-profit, or a community/nonprofit collaboration may apply for designation of a neighborhood. Under this
component, communities, non-profits and/or their program administrators
must have a demonstrated track record in successfully administering a HOME
and/or CDGB housing program.

Required Target Area

HRF- Funded Activities Unique to Neighborhood Preservation
Neighborhood Preservation applicants may apply for any or all of the
following special activities:
• Beautification
• Demolition
• Public Improvements
• Marketing

Housing Resource Fund (HRF)

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Significant residential
characteristics.
Defined boundaries and sense of
neighborhood identity.
Evidence of social and financial
disinvestment.
Neighborhood physical/
economic/historical/social focal
points/anchors and potential of
economic viability.
Local priority for use of resources.
Manageable and treatable size.
Code enforcement ordinances are
strongly encouraged.
Evidence of resident/
neighborhood buy in/investment.
Manageable and treatable size.

Funding for these activities cannot exceed 40% of the total funding (for
project costs) committed to the target area for HRF-eligible projects. Funding
for affordable housing may come from the HRF, or local public and eligible
private sources. Typically HRF funding for all components and activities in the
target area will not exceed $500,000 in a 2-year period.

•

NPP Threshold Requirements

Documentation of Low/

•

•
•

•
•

•

Census data must indicate that at least 51% of the populatiion of
the proposed target neighborhood must meet the low/mod income
requirements for the area.
The administrator of the proposed grant must have a high level of
capacity.
Local community (local unit of government and other stakeholders in the
community) must indicate that this neighborhood is a high priority for
funding and other resources.
The neighborhood must be of a treatable size.
The administrator must have some indication from the residents
that they will buy in and that they are interested in investing in their
neighborhood.
The NPP must be one component of a larger plan for the neighborhood
or community.

•

Mod Benefit:

In addition to the threshold
requirements, NPP applications must
include documentation of Low/Mod
Benefit meeting the regulations
required for CDGB funding. The
applicant may document low-mod
benefit in a variety of ways:
•

•

•

Through certification from
the local HOME participating
jurisdiction or CDGB entitlement
city.
Through inclusion as a target
area in the Michigan Economic
Development Corporation
Distressed Area listing.
By submission of income
certification from 51% of the
target area residents ( a sample
form for resident certification is
attached to the pre-application).
The method of documentation is,
in part dependent upon activities
to be undertaken.
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Rural Development Revolving Fund Program
Introduction

The Rural Utilities Service (RUS) is an
agency delivering the United States
department of Agriculture’s (USDA)
Rural Development Utilities Programs.
These programs assist all communities,
including small and rural communities to
meet their water and wastewater needs.
The Water and Environmental Programs
division of the RUS provides financial and
technical assistance to cities and towns
with populations less than 10,000, and
to rural communities of any size, in the
form of grants, loans, loan guarantees
and technical assistance with the ultimate
aim of improving the quality of life and
promoting economic development in
these areas.
They provide assistance with drinking
water services, sanitary sewers, and solid
waste management and storm drainage
facilities. The Water and Environmental
Programs (WEP) staff will administer the
RFP Program, and will provide advice on
draft proposals before the application
deadline and will answer questions about
the application process and program
requirements.

Eligibility & Benefits
•

Public bodies such as municipalities, counties and special purpose
districts, non-profit organizations, cooperatives, and Indian tribes are
eligible to apply for these grants and loans.

•

Applicants must be in good legal standing to borrow and repay loans, to
pledge security for loans, and to operate and maintain the facilities.

•

There is no delinquent debt to the Federal Government or no
outstanding judgments to repay a Federal debt.

•

Non-profit organizations may apply for grants to provide technical
assistance and training to assist rural communities with their water,
wastewater, and solid waste problems. This must be a private, non-profit
organization that has tax-exempt status from the United States Internal
Revenue Service (IRS).

•

Qualified private non-profit organizations will receive RFP grant funds to
establish a lending program for eligible entities. Eligible entities for the
revolving loan fund will be the same entities eligible to obtain a loan,
loan guarantee, or grant from the RUS Water and Waste Disposal and
Wastewater loan and grant programs.

•

As grant recipients, the non-profit organizations will set up a revolving
loan fund to provide loans to finance predevelopment costs of water or
wastewater projects, or short-term small capital projects not part of the
regular operation and maintenance of current water and wastewater
systems.

•

The amount of financing to an eligible entity shall not exceed $100,000
and shall be repaid in a term not to exceed 10 years. The rate shall be
determined in the approved grant work plan.

Eligible Grant Purposes
•

Grant funds must be used to capitalize a revolving fund program for the
purpose of providing direct loan financing to Ultimate Recipients for predevelopment costs associated with proposed or with existing water and
wastewater systems or;

•

Short-term costs incurred for equipment replacement, small-scale
extension of services, or other small capital projects that are not part of
the regular operations and maintenance activities of existing water and
wastewater systems.
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Application Process

An application may be filed in either paper or electronic format.

Paper
Send or deliver paper applications by the U.S. Postal Service (USPS) or courier
delivery services to the RUS receipt point.
Assistant Administrator
Water and Environmental Programs
Rural Utilities Service
1400 Independence Ave. S.W.
STOP 1548, Room 5145 South
Washington, DC 20250-1548

Electronic
File electronically through the official Federal Government website at http://
www.grants.gov
Must first register with grants.gov prior to application submission. If not
previously registered, you will need to register with the Central Contractor
Registry (CCR) and the Credential Provider.

Agency Contacts
The Rural Development Utilities Programs website maintains up-to-date
resources and contact information for the RFP.
Anita Obrien, Loan Specialist
Water and Environmental Programs
Water Programs Division
Rural Development Utilities Programs
U.S. Department of Agriculture
Phone: 202-690-3789
Fax:
202-690-0649
Email: anita.obrien@wdc.usda.gov
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Land Reclamation & Improvement Authorities
Introduction

Primary Focus

1992 PA 173; M.C.L. 125.2451 et seq.
This act allows public or private interests
to reclaim blighted areas within
townships, including land previously used
for mining, commercial, or industrial
purposes, and to convert that property
to useful recreational, residential, or
commercial purposes.

Some of the projects that may be undertaken under the act include:

Purpose
This allows cities and townships to
coordinate and finance the rehabilitation
of historic structures as an economic
development purpose under the premise
that historic neighborhoods create and
maintain economic vitality by promoting
residential growth. Its purpose is to
correct and prevent deterioration
in neighborhoods and certain other
areas, to authorize the acquisition and
disposal of interests in real and personal
property, to authorize the creation and
implementation of development plans
and development areas, and to promote
residential and economic growth.

•

The construction, improvement, repair and maintenance of public roads,
private roads, storm or sanitary sewers and potable and non-potable
water systems, waterways, harbors, marinas, seawalls and channels

•

The acquisition or construction, improvement and maintenance of public
parks, bicycle paths and other public recreational facilities.

•

The installation, improvement and maintenance of lighting systems.

•

The reclamation of blighted areas, including the replanting, grading and
restoration of land

Eligibility & Benefits
Blighted areas are lands that were used for mining, commercial, or industrial
purposes, the use of which disturbed the natural qualities of the land.

Blighted Areas
• Must not be currently used for residential, recreation, or commercial
purposes
• Must have the potential to be reclaimed for such purposes
•

The land cannot be a "facility" as defined by part 201 of 1994 PA 451

•

The land cannot be on the National Priorities List established pursuant to
Public Law 96-510, 42, U.S.C. 9605

Statutory Benefits
• Authorization to carry out improvements
•

Implement development plans to improve blighted areas

•

Make and enter into contracts

•

Acquire by purchase or condemnation property

•

Fix and charge rents or let leases for property acquired under this Act

The State Treasurer shall exercise the power of condemnation on behalf of
the authority pursuant to the Uniform Condemnation Procedures Act, 1980
PA 87.

Activities of the Authority
• May be financed through contributions of property or labor
• Revenues from lease or operation of the properties
• Special assessments imposed by the authority
• Proceeds of bonds and notes issued in anticipation of the collection of
special assessments
• Other legal sources
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Process to Establish or Secure Funding
Any individual, corporation, government, or other legal entity seeking to
establish a Land Reclamation and Improvement Authority may file a petition with
the Department of Treasury for the purpose of establishing the authority.

The petition shall contain:
• The boundaries of the proposed authority district.
• A description of a blighted area within the proposed authority district.
• A general description of anticipated improvements.
• A preliminary estimate of costs and a schedule of completion.
• A request that the department approve the establishment of the authority.
Once the authority is established, the board may implement a plan of
development necessary or desirable to improve blighted areas and promote
residential, recreational or commercial development in the authority district. The
authority board shall maintain an office in the county where the authority district
is located.

Contact

Michigan Department of Treasury
Lansing, MI 48922
517-373-3200
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Master Plan Summary
Study Purpose
The Airport Master Plan is the Capital Region Airport Authority’s strategy for the future
development of the Airport. The master plan represents a combination of technical analyses
completed to identify the future needs of the Airport, and the strategic vision of the Authority. Prior
to the start of the Master Plan Update, the Authority commissioned a Strategic Plan for the Airport.
The strategic plan identified four goals for the Airport:
•
•
•
•

Retain and expand scheduled passenger air service
Increase charter passenger services and activities
Increase the number of based corporate and general aviation aircraft and related activity
Increase the amount of cargo tonnage processed

In addition to the Strategic Plan, specific issues addressed in this Master Plan include runway
length and configuration, terminal requirements, and access to the Airport.
The Airport Master Planning process first develops a forecast of aviation activity at the Airport for a
20-year planning period. Based on the forecast, facility improvements needed to accommodate
the forecast demand are identified. Development alternatives for the facility improvements, based
on the forecast and the Authority’s Strategic Plan, are created and a thorough analysis results in
selection of a preferred alternative. The selection of a preferred alternative includes consideration
of potential environmental impacts. The final step of the plan includes identifying funding sources
and obligations necessary to implement the plan.

Existing Conditions and Forecast
The Capital City Airport is located adjacent to the City of Lansing, the state capital of Michigan.
The Airport is one of 14 commercial service airports in the State and is ranked fourth in terms of
annual passengers. The Airport is situated within the Tri-County area of Clinton County, Ingham
County, and Eaton County. The Airport sits on approximately 2,000 acres situated about four
miles northwest of the Lansing central business district.
There are three runways at the Airport: two parallel runways, generally oriented in an east-west
direction, and a third crosswind runway, oriented in a northeast-southwest direction. There is a
network of taxiways that provide access to and from the runways. The passenger terminal building
was initially constructed at its present location in 1959, and incrementally expanded on several
occasions. The passenger terminal building now provides a total of 164,995 square feet of space,
plus a temporary grade level boarding area constructed to serve commuter aircraft.
The general aviation facilities at the Airport are primarily located southeast and southwest of the
passenger terminal. Air cargo facilities are located east of the terminal.
Primary access to the Airport is via North Grand River Avenue, from either I-69/1-96 to the west or
the Lansing central business district to the southeast. Access is also provided from I-69 to the
north, via Airport Road and DeWitt Road.
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The forecast of aviation activity considers four main aircraft groups: air carrier (including freight
carriers), air taxi (or regional airlines), general aviation, and military. For this master plan, the
forecast is defined in terms of planning activity levels (PALs). The PALs allow monitoring of actual
activity growth following completion of the plan. As the growth is monitored, the Airport will be able
to determine which PAL most-closely projects the actual growth, and the implementation of
associated facility requirements can be planned accordingly. The forecast for Capital City Airport,
summarized in Table 1, shows a 3.4 percent average annual growth rate for passenger
enplanements over the 20-year planning period. However, the aircraft used for passenger service
will transition to fewer air carrier aircraft and more regional aircraft. The forecast also shows a
moderate annual growth in operations by general aviation aircraft.
Table 1
FORECAST SUMMARY

Actual
2003 (E)

Average
Annual Growth
2003-2023

1

Planning Activity Level
2

3

Lower

2012

2017

2028

Preferred

2008

2013

2023

Upper

2007

2011

2019

Description
Year

ENPLANEMENTS
Lower Range

271,161

384,500

420,900

493,800

3.0%

Preferred Methodology

271,161

415,400

451,300

527,300

3.4%

Upper Range

271,161

427,900

472,200

560,800

3.7%

Air Carrier

141,260

216,400

225,700

253,100

3.0%

Commuter

129,901

199,000

225,600

274,200

3.8%

161

176

269

314

3.4%

Air Carrier

12,142

10,900

11,200

11,800

-0.1%

Commuter

17,218

36,300

39,200

43,100

4.7%

Local

27,755

26,200

27,600

30,500

0.5%

Itinerant

31,727

36,300

38,100

42,100

1.4%

3,579

4,000

4,000

4,000

0.6%

92,421

113,700

120,100

131,500

1.8%

100

113

117

128

1.2%

Peak Hour
OPERATIONS

General Aviation

Military
Annual Operations
BASED AIRCRAFT

Source: Capital Region Airport Authority (Historical)
Reynolds, Smith and Hills, Inc.(Projected)
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Facility Requirements
The facilities requirements are used to analyze the ability of the current facilities at Capital City
Airport to accommodate the forecast aviation demand. The facility requirements analysis identified
the following primary future facility deficiencies based on the forecast activity:
•

Passenger Terminal - The service level of the existing terminal will reach unacceptable
levels near the mid-point of the 20-year planning period, and the terminal will require
significant modification or replacement.

•

Air Cargo – Growth will require additional aircraft parking apron and package sort facilities.

•

On-Airport Access - Vehicle traffic and congestion in the terminal area will reach
unacceptable levels approximately five to 10 years through the planning period. Additional
curbfront capacity will be needed.

•

Off-Airport Access - The primary access to the Airport is currently via North Grand River
Avenue. Growth in airport vehicle traffic and non-Airport traffic using the road will ultimately
result in unacceptable congestion.

•

General Aviation – Continued growth in general aviation activity will require additional thangars and conventional hangars. Additional apron space will be needed for itinerant
aircraft parking.

•

Runways – An immediate need for a 1,250-foot extension to the primary runway is
identified. Also, near the end of the planning period, the total aircraft activity and
associated airfield capacity reaches levels that warrant planning for additional capacity.

Preferred Development Alternative
Airport and regional development alternatives needed to accommodate the facility requirements
and Authority’s strategic vision were developed and analyzed. Highlights of the preferred
development alternative include the following:
•

Develop a new passenger terminal complex located north of Runway 10R/28L and east of
Runway 6/24, in the area of DeWitt Road and State Road.

•

The primary passenger access routes to the Airport should be redefined with the Lansing
central business district utilizing local arterial roads, and all other surrounding regions
utilizing I-69, via DeWitt Road, and an upgraded State Road.

•

Access routes to general aviation and cargo facilities at the Airport should be redefined
utilizing I-69, via Airport Road.

•

Extend Runway 10R-28L to 8,500 feet.

•

Provide additional long-term parking for the existing passenger terminal.

•

Plan for the ultimate construction of a new air carrier Runway 10L-28R on the north portion
of the airport, allowing independent parallel runway operations.

•

Plan for the extension and upgrade of Runway 6-24 to an air carrier runway.
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•

Provide designated areas for cargo facility expansion consistent with the Authority’s
strategic plan.

•

Continued development of existing general aviation areas in the southwest and southeast
portions of the Airport.

Exhibit 1 shows the recommend Airport access plan based on the selected new terminal location.

Exhibit 1
PRIMARY AIRPORT ACCESS ROUTES
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Exhibit 2 presents the selected overall development plan for the airport.
Exhibit 2
RECOMMENDED AIRPORT DEVELOPMENT
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Environmental Considerations
The environmental overview within the master plan serves two purposes. The first is to identify
areas of potential environmental concern to be considered during the defining and evaluating of the
Airport development alternatives. For example a number of wetland areas are identified, primarily
north and west of the current airfield. In addition, noise sensitive areas in the Airport vicinity are
identified and considered.
The second purpose of the environmental overview is to identify potential environmental factors
that need to be considered during the implementation of the development plan. A small number of
environmental consequences have been identified in relation to the proposed short-term and longterm projects at Capital City Airport. The possible impacts to the Airport and its surrounding area
are based strictly on consultant observation; correspondence with Federal, State and local
environmental and planning agencies; and other available data. These include:
•

Noise and air pollution from dust and diesel fumes during construction; all possible short
term impacts should be localized in the immediate vicinity of the Airport and minimal impact
should occur on off-airport properties.

•

Potential wetland impacts dependent on selected location and size of specific facility
development; demand will dictate the need for facility improvements, at which time the
magnitude of the impact will need to be determined.

Implementation
The implementation plan consists of a project phasing plan and a financial plan. The phasing plan
identifies a likely time frame for facility development. The time frames are identified as short-term,
long-term, or ultimate. Short-term refers to facilities for which there is a current demand and
implementation should begin immediately. Long-term refers to facilities for which demand will likely
occur beyond five years to the end of the 20-year planning period. The ultimate facilities are those
for which a demand is not foreseen in the planning period, but could materialize with demand
change, or likely will materialize beyond the planning period.
Short Term Phase
•

Runway 10R-28L extension

•

Existing terminal improvements

•

Additional long-term parking

•

Additional employee parking

•

Additional rental car storage

•

T-hangar and conventional hangars

•

General aviation apron

•

Access taxilane

•

Air cargo sort facility expansion and apron expansion

•

Fuel storage capacity
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Long-Term Phase
•

New terminal development

•

T-hangar and conventional hangars

•

Air cargo sort facility expansion and apron expansion

•

Fuel storage capacity

•

Airport traffic control tower

Ultimate Phase
•

New air carrier Runway 10L-28R and/or extended Runway 6-24

The financial plan describes the cost burdens the Authority may incur while maintaining the ability
to generate sufficient revenues in the future to cover operations and existing debt service
obligations. The Authority’s financial structure and historical revenues and expenses were
examined to project future revenues and expenses. In addition, historical funding sources for
Capital City Airport and other airport projects were analyzed to identify likely funding sources for
the 20-year capital improvement program defined by this master plan. Based on these analyses,
the potential funding sources are as follows:
•

FAA

•

MDOT

$15.1 million

•

Third Party

$3.4 million

•

Local

$243.3 million

$46.8 million

The local share of the project funding assumes the Authority will need to issue debt in FY 2011 to
complete construction of the replacement terminal.
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